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Abstract
In many applications of temporal reasoning we are interested in processing temporal informa-
tion incrementally. In particular, given a set of temporal constraints (a temporal CSP) and a new
constraint, we want to maintain certain properties of the extended temporal CSP (e.g., a solution),
rather than recomputing them from scratch. The Point Algebra (PA) and the Interval Algebra (IA)
are two well-known frameworks for qualitative temporal reasoning. The reasoning algorithms for PA
and the tractable fragments of IA, such as Nebel and Bürckert’s maximal tractable class of relations
(ORD-Horn), have originally been designed for “static” reasoning.
In this paper, we study the incremental version of the fundamental reasoning problems in the
context of these tractable classes. We propose a collection of new polynomial algorithms that can
amortize their complexity when processing a sequence of input constraints to incrementally decide
satisfiability, to maintain a solution, or to update the minimal representation of the CSP. Our incre-
mental algorithms improve the total time complexity of using existing static techniques by a factor of
O(n) or O(n2), where n is the number of the variables involved by the temporal CSP. An experimen-
tal analysis focused on constraints over PA confirms the computational advantage of our incremental
approach.
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1. Introduction
Constraint-based qualitative temporal reasoning is a widely studied area of AI with
application to knowledge representation (e.g., [5,39,50,51,60]), natural language under-
standing (e.g., [2,40,52]), commonsense reasoning (e.g., [4]) diagnostic reasoning (e.g.,
[9,45]), reasoning about plans (e.g., [3,30,31,53,58,65,66]) and scheduling (e.g., [49]).
Allen’s Interval Algebra (IA) [1] and Vilain and Kautz’s Point Algebra (PA) [63,64] are
the most prominent approaches to representing qualitative temporal constraints and rea-
soning about them. Given a set of temporal constraints (or a temporal CSP), fundamental
reasoning problems are deciding satisfiability of the CSP, finding a solution of the CSP, and
computing its minimal CSP representation, i.e., the equivalent CSP formed by the strongest
implied constraints. These problems are NP-hard for the full IA, while they are polynomial
for PA and for several fragments of IA. In particular, Nebel & Bürckert ORD-Horn class
of relations [44] is the unique maximal tractable subclass of IA containing all the basic
relations.
In many applications that require managing temporal constraints, we are interested in
dynamic or on-line reasoning. For instance, given an initial (possibly empty) temporal
CSP, whenever a new constraint is asserted, we want to maintain a solution of the CSP,
rather than recomputing it from scratch using a “static” algorithm. The design of algo-
rithms for dynamic polynomial problems is an important research topic in graph theory and
theoretical computer science (e.g., [6,7,15,16,18,46]). A dynamic problem can be either
semi-dynamic or fully-dynamic. In the semi-dynamic version, we deal with information
that is either incrementally given, or incrementally retracted. In the first case, we have
an incremental version of the problem, in the second a decremental version. In a fully-
dynamic problem, we deal with both assertions and retractions. The performance of an
algorithm for a dynamic problem can be specified in terms of its “amortized complexity”
for a single operation (assertion or retraction), that can be defined as the average worst-
case runtime per operation over a worst-case sequence of operations [55], i.e., the total
worst-case time required to process the sequence divided by its length.
The large majority of the algorithms that have been developed for reasoning about qual-
itative temporal constraints are static (for a recent survey, see [21]). This paper presents
a study on semi-dynamic qualitative temporal reasoning for PA and ORD-Horn. We ad-
dress the incremental version of fundamental reasoning problems, discussing the behavior
of existing techniques and proposing new ones. In our context, an incremental problem
concerns maintaining a property of a temporal CSP when a new constraint is asserted. The
main contributions of this work are:
• A simple method for the incremental satisfiability checking of a temporal CSP over
either PA or ORD-Horn based on the incremental enforcement of the path-consistency
property [36,37,41];
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PA;
• An algorithm for the incremental maintenance of a solution of a temporal CSP over
ORD-Horn;
• An algorithm for the incremental maintenance of the minimal CSP representation of a
temporal CSP over PA;
• An algorithm for the incremental maintenance of the minimal CSP representation of a
temporal CSP over ORD-Horn.
Our incremental algorithms improve the total runtime complexity of using existing tech-
niques for processing an O(n2) sequence of operations (constraint assertions) by a factor
of O(n) or O(n2), where n is the number of the variables involved in the CSP. Moreover,
we present some results of an experimental analysis focused on PA confirming the compu-
tational advantage of our incremental approach.
In order to derive the incremental methods for ORD-Horn, we introduce three new static
techniques, that we then use to derive the incremental algorithms. In particular, we propose:
• A point-based algorithm for checking the satisfiability of a temporal CSP over ORD-
Horn;
• A point-based algorithm for computing a solution of a satisfiable temporal CSP over
ORD-Horn;
• A point-based method for computing the minimal CSP representation of a temporal
CSP over ORD-Horn.
Under certain conditions that are specified and discussed in the paper, these static algo-
rithms improve the runtime complexity of the best known algorithms. For the first two
algorithms, the improvement of the complexity bound is by a linear factor, while for the
third algorithm the improvement is by up to a quadratic factor.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary background, termi-
nology and notation. Section 3 investigates an incremental path-consistency algorithm for
incremental satisfiability checking, showing its usefulness also in Ligozat’s method for
computing a solution of a CSP over ORD-Horn [35]. Section 4 presents our incremental
algorithms for temporal CSPs over PA. Section 5 presents our static and incremental al-
gorithms for temporal CSPs over ORD-Horn. Section 6 discusses an assumption adopted
in previous sections, sparse CSPs, and the fully-dynamic versions of the problems consid-
ered. Section 7 presents the results of an experimental analysis on the performance of the
incremental algorithms for PA. Finally, Section 8 briefly discusses some related work on
incremental qualitative temporal reasoning, gives conclusions, and indicates current and
future work.
2. Background, terminology and notation
The Point Calculus [63] is based on reasoning about relations between time points, usu-
ally interpreted as rational numbers, forming a relation algebra called Point Algebra (PA)
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and pairwise disjoint (<, >, =), all possible unions of them (, , =, and , where  is
the universal relation), and of the empty relation (⊥).
In Allen’s Interval Calculus we reason about binary relations between intervals over
the time line, usually interpreted as the rational numbers. These relations form a relation
algebra called Interval Algebra (IA) [34,56]. IA contains thirteen basic relations between
intervals: before (b), meets (m), overlaps (o), during (d), starts (s), finishes (f), their cor-
responding converse relations, and equal (=). These relations are jointly exhaustive and
pairwise disjoint. IA consists of all possible unions of the basic relations, and of the empty
relation, resulting in 213 different relations altogether (including the empty relation).
PA and IA are closed under the operations union (∪), intersection (∩), difference (\),
converse (), and composition (◦). The first four operations are defined in the standard
way. The composition of two relations R1 and R2 is defined as
R1 ◦R2 =
{〈t1, t2〉 | ∃t3: 〈t1, t3〉 ∈ R1, 〈t3, t2〉 ∈ R2},
and it can be derived from the composition tables of the basic relations in PA and IA [1,63].
In our context, a temporal constraint satisfaction problem (or briefly a temporal CSP)
is a set of atomic formulae (called constraints) of the kind xRy (using infix notation). x
and y are either point variables or interval variables. In the first case, R is a relation over
PA (a PA-relation); in the second case, R is a relation over IA (an IA-relation). A temporal
CSP will be denoted with Σ , if its constraints are over PA, and with Ω if its constraints
are over IA. When the constraints of a temporal CSP can be over either PA or IA, the CSP
will be denoted with Θ .
Given a temporal CSP Θ , a fundamental reasoning problem is deciding the satisfiability
of Θ . Θ is satisfiable if and only if there exists a solution of Θ , i.e., an assignment of
temporal values to the variables of Θ (rational numbers for point variables, pairs of rational
numbers for interval variables) such that all the constraints in Θ are satisfied. The problem
of deciding the satisfiability of Θ will be called PSAT, if Θ is over PA, and ISAT if Θ is
over IA. The problem of finding a solution of Θ will be called PSOL, if Θ is over PA, and
ISOL otherwise.
A related reasoning problem is finding a scenario that refines a given temporal CSP.
A scenario of a temporal CSP Θ is a satisfiable refinement of Θ , where the constraints
between all pairs of variables are basic relations. A temporal CSP Θ ′ is a refinement of Θ
if and only if Θ ′ and Θ involve the same variables, and for every pair of variables (x, y)
such that xR′y ∈ Θ ′ and xRy ∈ Θ , R′ ⊆ R.1
Any scenario of a satisfiable temporal CSP over PA (IA) identifies a total order σ of
the point (interval endpoint) variables in the CSP that is consistent with the constraints of
the scenario, and in which the point (interval endpoint) variables that must have the same
interpretation are mapped to the same position. From σ we can derive a solution of the
temporal CSP by assigning to the points (endpoints) of σ numbers consistent with their
relative order. E.g., we assign an integer i to the points in the first position of σ , i + 1 to
1 We assume that, if no information between x and y is provided, R is the universal relation, and that for every
pair of variables (x, y) such that xRy ∈ Θ , yRx ∈ Θ .
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hence a scenario) in a trivial way.
We say that a temporal CSP Θ entails xRy (Θ |= xRy) if and only if, in every solution
of the CSP, the interpretation of x and y satisfies R.
Any temporal CSP involving n variables can be processed by an O(n3) time algorithm
that refines the CSP to an equivalent path consistent CSP [36,37,41]. Two temporal CSPs
are equivalent if they have the same solutions. A CSP is path consistent if, for every subset
of constraints involving three variables i, j , and k, the relation Rik between i and k is
stronger than or equal to (i.e., it is a subset of) the composition of Rij and Rjk . When
the possible relations between the variables of a temporal CSP Θ are restricted to certain
classes, enforcing path-consistency to Θ is a sound and complete procedure for deciding
its satisfiability: Θ is satisfiable if and only if, when we enforce path-consistency to it, the
empty relation is not generated.
We say that a temporal CSP is minimal if, for every pair of variables i, j , the relation
Rik between i and k is the strongest relation between i and k that is entailed by the CSP. In
the rest of the paper, the problem of computing the minimal CSP of a given temporal CSP
will be indicated with PMIN, if the input CSP is over PA, and with IMIN if it is over IA.2
From a computational point of view, PA and IA have different properties. The reasoning
problems introduced above are polynomial for PA, while they are NP-hard for IA [63]. In
particular, PSAT and PSOL can be solved in O(n + c) time using van Beek’s method [25,
61], where n is the number of the variables in the temporal CSP and c is the number of the
PA-constraints (c  n2−n2 ). PMIN can be solved in O(n4) time by using another algorithm
proposed by van Beek [26,61]. More precisely, his algorithm requires O(max(n3, n2 · c =))
time, where c = is the number of =-constraints in the temporal CSP. Van Beek’s techniques
for PA use a graph-based representation of the temporal CSP that in [26] is called tem-
porally labeled graph (TL-graph). A TL-graph is a graph where each vertex represents
a (point) variable of the temporal CSP, and each edge represents a PA-constraint in the
CSP. Edges connect pairs of distinct vertices, and they are either directed and labeled “”
or “<”, or undirected and labeled “ =”. =-constraints are represented by a pair of edges
labeled “”.
Given a (satisfiable) temporal CSP Σ over PA that is represented by a TL-graph G, van
Beek’s method for finding a scenario for Σ identifies the strongly connected components
(SCC) of G using only its -edges.3 Each SCC is then collapsed into a single vertex vE
representing an equivalent class E of variables that must be interpreted with the same
temporal value (vE is called the representative vertex of E). If we omit the =-edges from
the resultant graph, we obtain a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that we call the induced
precedence graph of Σ . From a topological sort of the vertices of this graph we can easily
derive a scenario for Σ .4
2 This problem is also called deductive closure problem in [63], minimal labeling problem in [28,62] and
computing the feasible relations in [61].
3 A strongly connected component of a directed graph is a subgraph of the graph such that every two vertices
are reachable from each other through a directed path [11].
4 A topological sort of the vertices of a DAG is a total order S of its vertices such that if v is a successor of w
in the graph, then v is after w in S [11].
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but it does not solve PMIN. In order to solve PMIN for a temporal CSP over PA, in addition
to enforce path-consistency to it, we need to identify some particular constraint subsets
of the path consistent CSP that are not minimal, because they contain a -constraint x 
y that should be refined to x < y. Such sub-CSPs involve four variables and are called
forbidden subgraphs in [61], =-diamonds in [26].
Regarding reasoning in the context of IA, several tractable fragments have been identi-
fied [14,28,32,33,61]. The Simple Interval Algebra (SIA) [33,59] consists of the relations
in IA that are “pointizable” [33], i.e., each constraint over SIA can be translated into an
equivalent conjunction of PA-constraints between interval endpoints. Hence, all reasoning
problems for a temporal CSP Ω over SIA can be solved by applying the corresponding
algorithms to the translation of Ω into an equivalent temporal CSP over PA.
Among the other tractable fragments of IA, the most interesting is Nebel and Bürckert’s
well-known ORD-Horn subalgebra [44]. Like PSAT, ISAT for ORD-Horn can be solved in
cubic time by using a path-consistency algorithm [44]. In Section 5.3, we will present an
alternative method that for sparse CSPs has square time complexity (while the worst-case
complexity of enforcing path-consistency remains cubic). ORD-Horn subsumes SIA and
is the unique maximal tractable sub-algebra of IA containing all the basic relations. Each
constraint C over ORD-Horn can be translated into a set of disjunctions of PA-constraints
called ORD-Horn clauses, where (1) each literal is of the form p = q , p  q or p = q
(with p and q endpoints of an interval mentioned by C); (2) at most one literal is of type
“=” or “”; (3) each disjunction is at most binary [44].
Given a temporal CSP Ω over ORD-Horn, π(Ω) will denote a set of ORD-Horn clauses
translating Ω , which we will call a ORD-Horn clause translation of Ω (as observed in
[44], this translation is not unique). π1(Ω) will denote the CSP of PA-constraints formed
by the unary clauses in π(Ω); finally, π2(Ω) will denote the set of the binary clauses in
π(Ω) (π(Ω) = π1(Ω)∪π2(Ω)). Note that a temporal CSP over PA can be translated into
a logically equivalent set of unary ORD-Horn clauses [44], that we will call the ORD-Horn
translation of the CSP.
Given a CSP Ω over ORD-Horn, Ligozat showed that ISOL for Ω can be solved in
polynomial time by a simple method using a path-consistency algorithm [35]. Although
he does not give a computational complexity analysis, as we will point out in Section 3,
his method requires cubic time. In Section 5.1, we will present an alternative algorithm
which requires square time, if the input CSP is known to be path consistent, and cubic time
otherwise. Finally, the most efficient current method for computing the minimal CSP of an
input CSP over ORD-Horn requires O(n5) time [44].
In the rest of the paper, the incremental version of the reasoning problems for a tem-
poral CSP is indicated by adding the prefix “I” to the name of the corresponding static
problem, e.g., the incremental version of PSOL is I-PSOL. Without loss of generality for
our complexity results, we will assume that the initial temporal CSP already involves all
(point/interval) variables, possibly constrained only by the universal relation. Furthermore,
we assume that the input sequence of constraints has maximum length, i.e. it is quadratic
in the number of the temporal variables. These assumptions will be discussed in Sections 6
and 7.
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Input: the matrix representation M of a temporal CSP over either PA or IA.
Output: fail, if enforcing path-consistency to the input CSP generates the empty relation;
the matrix representation of a path consistent CSP equivalent to the input CSP, otherwise.
1. Q := {(i,j) | i < j}
2. while Q = ∅ do
3. select and delete an element from Q;
4. for k = i, k = j do
5. if REVISE(i, j, k) then
6. if M[i, k] = ⊥ then return fail
7. else add (i, k) to the end of Q;
8. if REVISE(k, i, j) then
9. if M[k, j ] = ⊥ then return fail
10. else add (k, j) to the end of Q;
11. return M .
Subroutine: REVISE(i, k, j)
1. if M[i, k] or M[k, j ] is the universal relation then return false;
2. S := M[i, k] ◦M[k, j ];
3. if M[i, j ] ⊆ S then return false
4. M[i, j ] := M[i, j ] ∩ S; M[j, i] := M[i, j ];
5. return true;
Fig. 1. A path-consistency algorithm for qualitative temporal constraints [64].
3. Incremental path-consistency
Although van Beek’s method for solving PSAT requires only quadratic time, when we
consider the incremental version of this problem (I-PSAT), enforcing path-consistency
turns out to be more efficient than a simple iterative application of van Beek’s (static)
algorithm. In fact, we can use a path-consistency algorithm like the one given in Fig. 1
(PC), which was proposed by Vilain et al. [64] and slightly reformulated and improved by
Bessière [8], to incrementally process a sequence of O(n2) PA-constraints in O(n3) total
time.5 This is better than reapplying van Beek’s algorithm after each constraint assertion,
which requires O(n4) total time. Similarly, for any fragment of IA for which enforcing
path-consistency is sufficient for deciding satisfiability (like SIA, ORD-Horn and other
tractable classes identified in [14]), we can use PC to solve I-ISAT in O(n3) total time,
instead of O(n5) total time.
More precisely, let 〈C1,C2, . . . ,Ck〉 be a sequence of input constraints, Θ0 an initial
(possibly empty) satisfiable temporal CSP, and Θi the union of Θ0 and the constraints of
the sequence up to Ci , i.e., Θi = Θ0 ∪ {Cj | j  i} (0 < i  k).6 In order to decide the
satisfiability of each Θi , we consider three cases:
5 Bessière proposed an improvement of PC that on average increases the performance the algorithm, but that
does not improve its worst-case complexity. For clarity, Fig. 1 does not include this improvement.
6 Note that Θ0 may already contain up to O(n2) constraints different from the universal relation. For temporal
CSPs over PA, we have k  6 · (n2 − n)/2, because we assume that there is no duplication in the input sequence,
and there are at most 6 different input PA-constraints between any pair of variables (the empty and the universal
relations are not valid input relations). Similarly, for CSPs over IA we have k  (213 − 2) · (n2 − n)/2.
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constraint in Θi−1, then clearly Θi is satisfiable and we return true with no further
processing;
(2) if R ∩R′ is the empty relation, then Θi is unsatisfiable and we return fail;
(3) if none of the previous cases holds, we revise the relation between x and y to R′ ∩ R
(and between y and x to R′ ∩R), and then we run PC on the resulting revised CSP
with step 1 modified so that Q initially contains only the item (x, y).
We call this simple method Incremental Path-Consistency (IPC). IPC has the following
important property that will be exploited by the algorithms presented in the next sections.
Theorem 1. IPC solves I-PSAT and I-ISAT for ORD-Horn in O(n3) total time, where n is
the number of the temporal variables.
Proof. A pair (x, y) enters into Q only when the relation between x and y is revised. Each
relation R can be revised either at most twice, if R ∈ PA, or at most 12 times, if R ∈ IA. It
follows that the total time complexity of IPC is O(n3). 
It is worth noting that IPC has the same property when applied to a CSP over any finite
class of qualitative relations for which PC decides satisfiability. Additional examples of
these classes are the tractable fragments of the qualitative spatial calculus RCC-8 [47,48],
possibly combined with PA to represent qualitative constraints between the size of spatial
regions [24]. Moreover, as observed also by Bessière (Personal Communication, 1997), by
exploiting the previous theorem we can show that the time complexity of Ligozat’s method
[35] for finding a solution of CSP over ORD-Horn is cubic.
Corollary 2. The time complexity of Ligozat’s method for finding a solution of a temporal
CSP over ORD-Horn is O(n3), where n is the number of the temporal variables involved
in the CSP.
Proof. Given a path consistent CSP Θ involving variables x1, . . . , xn, Ligozat proved that
we can find a solution for Θ in the following way [35]: iteratively choose instantiations
of xi , for 1  i  n, in such a way that for each i, the interval assigned to xi has the
maximal number of endpoints distinct from the endpoints of the intervals assigned to xk ,
k = 1, . . . , i − 1, allowed by the constraints between xi and xk .
Operatively, from this result we can derive the following simple algorithm: iteratively
refine the relation R of a constraint xRy to a basic relation among those in R, preferring
relations that impose a maximal number of different endpoints for x and y; each time a
relation is refined, we enforce path-consistency to the resulting CSP. This refinement and
propagation is repeated with no backtracking until the relation of every constraint is a
basic relation. Enforcing path-consistency to the initial CSP requires cubic time, and by
Theorem 1 also the iterative process can be accomplished by using IPC in O(n3) time.
It easy to see that from a scenario for Θ , we can find in O(n2) time a solution for Θ
by solving PSOL for the translation of the scenario into an equivalent set of constraints
over PA. 
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In this section we present two incremental algorithms for the Point Algebra. The first
algorithm addresses the problem of maintaining a solution of a CSP over PA, while the
second addresses the problem of maintaining its minimal CSP representation.
4.1. An incremental algorithm for I-PSOL
For the incremental version of PSOL (I-PSOL), the simple application from scratch
of van Beek’s static algorithm [61] after each constraint assertion requires O(n4) total
time.7 We propose an algorithm for solving I-PSOL in O(n3) total time for any sequence
of O(n2) input constraint assertions. The algorithm is based on maintaining a topological
sort S for the precedence graph of the temporal CSP (i.e., for the DAG obtained by col-
lapsing the SCCs and omitting the =-edges in the TL-graph representing the CSP). Let
τ = 〈C1,C2, . . . ,Ck〉 be the input sequence of constraints, and Si−1 a topological sort for
the current (satisfiable) temporal CSP Σi−1 containing all the constraints in τ up to Ci−1
(i.e., Σi−1 = Σ0 ∪ {Cj | j = 1 . . . (i − 1)}). When we process the new constraint Ci in the
context of Σi−1, we perform two main operations:
(i) we check whether Σi = Σi−1 ∪{Ci} is satisfiable by enforcing path-consistency to Σi ;
(ii) if Σi is satisfiable, we update Si−1 to derive a topological sort Si for Σi .
As we have seen, (i) can be solved in O(n3) total time by using IPC. Regarding (ii), there
are two related difficulties to address:
• Ci induces a directed edge (or precedence constraint) in the precedence graph that
invalidates Si−1;
• if the relation of Ci is “=” or “”, then new equalities may be generated (i.e., in the
TL-graph representation of the temporal CSP a new SCC may be generated, and the
precedence graph should be revised accordingly).
The algorithm INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL given in Fig. 2 accomplishes (i) and (ii) tak-
ing these cases into account. The rest of this section is devoted to the description of the
algorithm.
The current path consistent CSP (Σi−1) is represented by a matrix M , while the current
topological sort (Si−1) is represented by an array T such that T [j ] = v if and only if v is
the j th element of the sort. Ord(v) denotes the position of v in the topological sort (i.e.,
the index of v in T ). INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL uses a modification of IPC, called IPC-1, in
which each variable has a flag (EQ) that is set to false before running INCREMENTAL-
PA-SOL. The EQ-flag of a variable v is revised to true if the relation of the new input
constraint is “=” and v is one of its variables, or if during the propagation of the new input
7 A temporal CSP over PA can involve O(n2) constraints with relation “”, “” or “ =”, and it can be revised
O(n2) times by strengthening the relation of one of its constraints.
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Input: the matrix representation M of the path consistent CSP of Σi−1;
a topological order T for the precedence graph G of Σi−1;
a new PA-constraint xRy.
Output: A solution of Σi = Σi−1 ∪ {xRy}, if Σi is satisfiable, fail otherwise.
1. M := IPC-1(M,xRy);
2. if M = fail then return fail;
3. E := set of the point variables x such that EQ[x] = true
(EQ is a global variable that is set by IPC-1);
4. if E is empty then
5. if R ∈ {<,} and Ord(x) > Ord(y) then
6. UPDATE-TSORT(T ,x,y);
7. if R ∈ {>,} and Ord(y) > Ord(x) then
8. UPDATE-TSORT(T ,y,x)
9. else Ord(x) := max(Ord(x),Ord(y));
10. Ord(y) := min(Ord(x),Ord(y));
11. collapse the vertices of G in E into x;
12. S := {v | v /∈ E − {x} ∧ Ord(y)Ord(v)Ord(x)};
13. L := list of the variables in S topologically sorted using G;
14. Oldord := Ord(x);
15. for j := Ord(y) to Ord(x)− |E| + 1 do
16. T [j ] := Pop(L); Ord(T [j ]) := j ;
17. for j := Oldord − |E| + 2 to |V (G)| do
18. T [j ] := T [j + |E| − 1]; Ord[T [j ]] := j ;
19. return an assignment to the variables in Σi consistent with T .
Subroutine: UPDATE-TSORT(T , x, y)
(The topological sort T for Σi−1, in which Ord(x) > Ord(y), is updated using
the new precedence constraint x ≺ y, and it becomes a topological sort for Σi .)
1. shift := 1; L := the list containing only y;
2. for i := Ord(y)+ 1 to Ord(x) do
3. if M[y,T [i]] ∈ {<,} then
4. add T [i] to the end of L;
5. shift := shift + 1;
6. else Ord(T [i]) := i − shift;
7. T [i − shift] := T [i];
8. for i := Ord(x)+ 1 to Ord(x)+ shift do
9. z := Pop(L); T [i] := z; Ord(z) := i;
Fig. 2. An algorithm for I-PSOL. V (G) denotes the set of vertices in G. Pop(L) returns the first element of L and
removes it from L.
constraint, the relation between v and any other variable is revised to “=”. The second case
is handled in IPC-1 by using an extension of the subroutine REVISE:
REVISE-1(i, k, j);
1. S := M[i, k] ◦M[k, j ];
2. if M[i, j ] ⊆ S then return false;
3. M[i, j ] := M[i, j ] ∩ S; M[j, i] := M[i, j ];
4. if M[i, j ] = “=” then EQ[i] := EQ[j ] := true;
5. return true;
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If the relation of the new PA-constraint xRy is in {<,}, then xRy may induce a new
precedence constraint x ≺ y that is not satisfied in Si−1. (Similarly for R ∈ {>,} induc-
ing y ≺ x.) This is the case when Σi is satisfiable, Ord(x) > Ord(y) (or Ord(y) > Ord(x)),
and xRy induces no new equality in Σi (i.e., the set E of step 3 in the main algorithm of
Fig. 2 is empty). Under these conditions, the new constraint requires to update Si−1, which
is accomplished by steps 4–8. Specifically, if the induced precedence constraint is x ≺ y,
we run the subroutine UPDATE-TSORT(T , x, y), which revises the current topological sort
(T ) in the following way.8
UPDATE-TSORT considers each temporal variable υ such that Ord(y) < Ord(υ) 
Ord(x). Notice that there is no need to consider the other variables, because their current
topological order in T cannot be “threatened” by x ≺ y (the only part of Si−1 than could
be invalidated concerns the variables from T [Ord(y)] to T [Ord(x)]). If Σi entails y  υ ,
then in Si y (and hence also x) must precede υ , because in the precedence graph there is a
path from y (x) to υ . Since by step 1 of the main algorithm M is the path consistent CSP
of Σi , these entailment can be checked in constant time by simply looking up at the ap-
propriate entries of M (see step 3 of the subroutine, where checking M[y,T [i]] ∈ {<,}
corresponds to determining Σi |= y  υ). The υ-variables that must follow x are added to
the end of a list L that initially contains only y. Once all variables in the relevant part of
Si−1 have been considered, those that are in L should be postponed, while the others can
be anticipated (if Σi does not entail y  υ , then υ is not in L and in Si it may precede y
and x). In particular, if a variable is not added to L, we can shift it backward a number of
positions equal to the number of items currently in L (which is given by the value of shift).
This is done by steps 2–7 of the subroutine, while steps 8–9 move forward the variables
in L to the positions of T that were occupied by the variables shifted backward. Notice
that, when UPDATE-TSORT(T , x, y) terminates, the relative order of the variables that en-
tered into L, as well as of those that were shifted backward, is not changed in the revised
topological sort. Fig. 3 shows a simple example illustrating the subroutine.
If xRy induces new equalities (E is not empty), then the variables in E, together with
those possibly represented by them, form an equivalence class. Notice that, when step 9
of the main algorithm is executed, it must be that Ord(y) < Ord(x), unless the input con-
straint is x = y. In such a case, it could be that Ord(x) < Ord(y) holds. Steps 9–10 handle
this special case. Step 11 collapses the vertices in the precedence graph G of Σi−1 cor-
responding to the variables in E into a single representative vertex x, transferring to x all
incoming and outgoing edges of the collapsed vertices.9 In order to update T , we need now
to reorder the variables from T [Ord(y)] to T [Ord(x)] that have not been collapsed. These
variables are first topologically ordered using G (step 13), and then they are assigned to T
starting from position Ord(y) and following their relative topological order (steps 15–16).
8 UPDATE-TSORT is similar to a technique used by Marchetti et al. [38] in the context of an algorithm for
detecting cycles in a DAG.
9 When there is more than one edge from different collapsed vertices to the same vertex z that is not collapsed,
the label on the edge from x to z is the intersection of the labels on these edges and the label on the current edge
from x to z (if any). Similarly for multiple edges from the same vertex z to different collapsed vertices.
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solid arcs represent edges in the precedence graph of Σi . The variables preceding x in the current topological
sort, and that in the revised sort must follow it, are y, a and c. When step 8 is executed, the values of shift and L
are 3 and (y a c), respectively.
Fig. 4. Example of a revision of the topological sort T when a set E of variables become equal by adding x  y
to Σi−1 (E = {x, y, b}). Directed solid arcs represent edges in the precedence graph of Σi before (upper graph)
and after (lower graph) collapsing the variables in E to x. The value of L computed at step 13 of INCREMEN-
TAL-PA-SOL is (a x c d). Dashed arrows indicate the shift performed by steps 17–18 of the algorithm.
Then, steps 17–18 shrink T by shifting backward the variables appearing after the origi-
nal position of x in T (Oldord), starting from position Oldord − |E| + 2 and with a shift
equal to the number of variables (vertices) eliminated from G (i.e., |E| − 1). Fig. 4 gives
an example illustrating steps 9–17.
Theorem 3. INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL solves I-PSOL in O(n3) total time, where n is the
number of the temporal variables.
Proof. Correctness of the algorithm follows from Theorem 1 and the discussion in the
description of the algorithm. Regarding time complexity, the most expensive steps are 1,
6, 8, 11 and 13. By Theorem 1, step 1 can be accomplished in O(n3) total time, while it
is easy to see that steps 6 and 8 require only O(n) time (the subroutine PDATE-TSORT
consists of two loops, each of which repeats the steps in the loop O(n) times; each step
in each loop can be accomplished in constant time). Steps 11 and 13 can be accomplished
in O(e) time [11], where e is the number of edges in the precedence graph G. However,
these steps are performed only when at least one vertex (variable) is removed from G (T ).
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4.2. An incremental algorithm for I-PMIN
In order to solve I-PMIN, we could simply run van Beek’s static algorithm for PMIN
after each constraint assertion in the input sequence. This method requires O(n6) total time
(O(n5) total time, if the number of =-constraints in the temporal CSP is linear with respect
to the number of the variables). In this section, we propose an incremental algorithm that
solves I-PMIN in O(n4) total time. Since computing the minimal CSP of a temporal CSP
over PA requires to examine its 4-variable sub-CSPs, we conjecture that this is the best
possible worst-case complexity bound for an algorithm solving I-PMIN.
In order to maintain a temporal CSP over PA minimal, in addition to enforce path-
consistency to it, we need to identify and remove all possibly =-diamonds that are present
in the path consistent CSP [26,61]. Since every =-diamond consists only of constraints
of type “” and “ =”, a new constraint xRy can generate additional =-diamonds only if
R ∩ R′ ∈ {=,,, =}, where R′ is the relation between x and y in the minimal CSP of
the current temporal CSP. This is because the propagation of a constraint of type “<” (or
“>”) cannot generate new constraints of type “” (“”) or “ =”.
Let Σi−1 be the minimal CSP of the current temporal CSP Σi−1, and Σ̂i the path
consistent CSP of Σi−1 ∪ {xRy}. If R ∩R′ ∈ {=,,} and (R ∩R′) ⊂ R′, then the new
constraint and its propagation can generate new-constraints in Σ̂i . As shown in the proof
of the next theorem, in order to make Σ̂i minimal, it suffices to identify and eliminate all
the =-diamonds involving one of these new (asserted or implied) -constraints. Fig. 5
shows the only four possible types of =-diamonds that can be generated in Σ̂i by the new
constraint x  y. Note that cases (1) and (2) are symmetric, and hence they can be reduced
to the same case; analogously for cases (3) and (4).
It should be noted that, if R ∩R′ = “ =” (and R′ = “”), then the propagation of xRy
can generate new =-constraints through existing =-constraints. However, as shown in the
proof of the next theorem, there is no need to process such new =-constraints, and thus in
order to make Σ̂i minimal, it suffices to identify and eliminate all new diamonds involving
x = y.
Fig. 5. The four types of =-diamonds that can be generated in Σ̂i by the new constraint x  y (dotted edge).
Directed edges represent -constraints. Undirected edges represent =-constraints. In the minimal CSP of Σi ,
for cases (1) and (2) the relation of the between x and z should be “<”, while for cases (3) and (4) the relation
between w and y should be “<”.
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Input: the matrix representation M of the minimal CSP of Σi−1;
a new PA-constraint xRy.
Output: The matrix representation of the minimal CSP of Σi = Σi−1 ∪ {xRy},
if Σi is satisfiable, fail otherwise.
1. if R ∩M[x, y] = “” ⊂ M[x, y] then L := ((x, y));
2. if R ∩M[x, y] = “” ⊂ M[x, y] then L := ((y, x));
3. if R ∩M[x, y] = “ =” ⊂ M[x, y] then N := true else N := false;
4. M := IPC-2(M,xRy);
5. if M = fail then return fail;
6. for each (u, v) ∈ L do
7. for each w,z such that w = z and w,z = u,v do
8. if M[u,w] = M[v, z] = M[w,z] = “” ∧ M[v,w] = “ =”
9. then M[u, z] := “<”; M[z,u] := “>”;
10. if M[w,u] = M[w,z] = M[z, v] = “” ∧ M[u, z] = “ =”
11. then M[w,v] := “<”; M[v,w] := “>”;
12. if N then
13. for each w,z such that w = z and w,z = x, y do
14. if M[w,x] = M[w,y] = M[x, z] = M[y, z] = “”
15. then M[w,z] := “<”; M[z,w] := “>”;
16. return M .
Fig. 6. An algorithm for I-PMIN. L is a global variable that is initially set to the empty list.
Our algorithm for solving I-PMIN is called INCREMENTAL-PA-MIN and is given in
Fig. 6. The algorithm uses a modification of IPC, called IPC-2, which is a revision of
IPC to keep track of all the new -constraints that are generated by the propagation of
xRy. Specifically, the subroutine REVISE-2 of IPC-2 adds all the pairs of variables whose
relation is refined to “” to a list L. L is a global variable, that is initially set to the
empty list. L can be revised first by steps 1 and 2 of INCREMENTAL-PA-MIN to the list
containing either (x, y) or (y, x), and then by the subroutine REVISE-2. REVISE-2 is a
simple modification of REVISE with two additional steps (5 and 6):
REVISE-2(i, k, j);
1. if M[i, k] or M[k, j ] is the universal relation then return false;
2. S := M[i, k] ◦M[k, j ];
3. if M[i, j ] ⊆ S then return false;
4. M[i, j ] := M[i, j ] ∩ S; M[j, i] := M[i, j ];
5. if M[i, j ] = “” then add (i, j) to L
6. else if M[j, i] = “” then add (j, i) to L;
7. return true;
Clearly, this modification of IPC does not increase the complexity of the incremental
path-consistency method.
Step 4 of INCREMENTAL-PA-MIN runs IPC-2 to (a) decide PSAT for Σi , (b) enforce
path-consistency to M , and (c) update L with the new implied -constraints. If Σi is
satisfiable, then steps 6–11 identify and reduce all the new =-diamonds in Σ̂i that involve
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the non-minimal constraints to “<” or “>” (steps 9 and 11). Finally, if (R ∩ R′) = “ =”
and R′ = “” (i.e., N = true), steps 13–15 eliminate all the new =-diamonds involving
x = y.
The next theorem states the correctness of INCREMENTAL-PA-MIN and gives its time
complexity. Correctness can be proved by exploiting the fact that any path consistent CSP
of PA-constraints without =-diamonds is minimal [26], and by using a case-based analy-
sis to show that the algorithm eliminates all =-diamonds in the path consistent CSP of
the input minimal CSP revised by the new input constraint. The full proof is given in an
appendix of the paper.
Theorem 4. INCREMENTAL-PA-MIN solves I-PMIN in O(n4) total time, where n is the
number of the temporal variables.
Proof. See Appendix A. 
5. Algorithms for the ORD-Horn algebra
In this section, we propose two incremental algorithms solving I-ISOL and I-IMIN for
a temporal CSP over ORD-Horn. These algorithms are based on making two alternative
static methods for ISOL and ISAT incremental. Our incremental algorithms improve the
complexity of using existing static algorithms by a linear or quadratic factor. Under certain
conditions, also our static algorithms improve the complexity of the existing techniques by
a linear or quadratic factor. First we present the static method, and then the corresponding
incremental technique.
5.1. A static point-based algorithm for ISOL
In Section 3, we proved that Ligozat’s method for finding a solution of a temporal CSP
over ORD-Horn (ISOL) requires O(n3) time. In this section, we propose an algorithm for
solving this problem in O(n2) time, if the input CSP is known to be path consistent, and
in O(n3) time otherwise. The algorithm relies on a simple transformation that reduces an
instance of ISOL for ORD-Horn to an instance of PSOL. In the next section, we will make
our method incremental, which will allow us to solve I-ISOL in O(n3) total time.
Before describing the static algorithm and proving its correctness, we need to give four
technical lemmas, the first three of which are proved in [25,44,61].
Lemma 5 (van Beek [61], Gerevini and Schubert [25]). A temporal CSP Σ over PA can
be represented by a TL-graph T such that Σ is satisfiable if and only if T does not contain
any cycle including an edge with label “<” or a pair of vertices connected by an edge with
label “ =”.
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lence relation and “” as a partial ordering over the equivalence classes is a Horn theory.
In the next two lemmas, ORDΥ denotes the set of axioms of ORD instantiated to all the
point variables mentioned in the set of ORD-Horn clauses Υ . Like in [44], we assume that
for any ORD-Horn interval constraint φ, the clauses C ∈ π({φ}) are minimal, i.e., there
exists no clause C′ with fewer literals than C (w.r.t. set inclusion) such that π(({φ}) |= C′.
Clearly, if there exists some clause form of φ, then there exists also a minimal clause form
of φ.
Lemma 7 (Nebel and Bürckert [44]). Let Ω̂ be a path consistent CSP over ORD-Horn.
Then π(Ω̂) ∪ ORDπ(Ω̂) does not allow the derivation of new unit clauses by positive unit
resolution.
Lemma 8. Let Σ be the ORD-Horn translation of a satisfiable CSP Σ0 over PA, and x
and y two point variables involved in Σ0. If Σ0 entails x = y, then x = y is derivable from
Σ ∪ ORD(Σ) by positive unit resolution.
Proof. Suppose that Σ0 entails x = y, but x = y cannot be derived from Σ ∪ ORD(Σ) by
positive unit resolution. Then, the set Σ ′ = Σ ∪ {x = y} and Σ ′ ∪ ORD(Σ ′) are unsatisfi-
able, but from Σ ′ ∪ ORD(Σ ′) we cannot derive the empty clause by positive unit resolution
(because Σ ∪ ORD(Σ) is satisfiable, and the only possible positive unit resolution against
x = y is with the positive unit clause x = y). Since by Lemma 6 and construction of Σ ′ we
have that Σ ′ ∪ ORD(Σ ′) is a set of propositional Horn clauses, this contradicts the fact that
positive unit resolution is refutation-complete for propositional Horn theories [29]. There-
fore, if Σ0 entails x = y, then x = y must be derivable from Σ ∪ ORD(Σ) by positive unit
resolution. 
By exploiting the previous lemmas, we can derive an algorithm that finds a solution of
a satisfiable path consistent CSP over ORD-Horn in square time. The following theorem
states this result. The basic version of the algorithm is described in the proof of the theorem,
while Fig. 7 gives a slightly improved version.
Theorem 9. There exists an O(n2) time algorithm for finding a solution of a satisfiable path
consistent CSP Ω̂ over ORD-Horn, where n is the number of interval variables involved
in Ω̂ .
Proof. We have that there exists an ORD-Horn clause translation π(Ω̂) of Ω̂ consisting
of a set π1(Ω̂) of unary clauses and a (possibly empty) set π2(Ω̂) of binary clauses [44].
Moreover, each clause in π2(Ω̂) has at least one disjunct of type = [44]. Let T be the TL-
graph representing π1(Ω̂), and P the set of the positive unit clauses entailed by π1(Ω̂).
Since Ω̂ is path consistent, by Lemmas 7 and 8, if x = y is a disjunct of a clause in π2(Ω̂),
then (x = y) /∈ P . In fact, suppose that x = y ∈ P and (x = y ∨ ) ∈ π2(Ω̂), for some
ORD-Horn literal . Then, by Lemma 8, x = y is derivable from π1(Ω̂) ∪ ORDπ (Ω̂) by1
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from x = y and (x = y ∨ ) we can also derive  by PUR, which contradicts Lemma 7.
Consider now choosing a =-disjunct for each of the clauses in π2(Ω̂). Let D be the
set of the inequations selected, and T ′ the TL-graph obtained by extending T with the
edges representing the constraints in D. Since π1(Ω̂) is a satisfiable, by Lemma 5 and
construction of T ′, T ′ does not contain any cycle with an edge labeled “<”. Furthermore,
by construction of π1(Ω̂), π2(Ω̂) and T , if x = y is a disjunct in π2(Ω̂), then T does not
contain a cycle crossing x and y, and formed only by edges labeled “” or “=” (otherwise
we would have that (x = y) ∈ P , which we have already shown to be impossible, if x = y
is a disjunct in π2(Ω̂)). Hence, by Lemma 5, π1(Ω̂)∪D is satisfiable.
It is easy to see that the endpoints of all interval variables involved in Ω̂ have a cor-
responding point variable in π1(Ω̂) ∪ D, and that if we find a solution for π1(Ω̂) ∪ D,
then we will also have a solution for Ω̂ . In fact, if s is a solution for π1(Ω̂) ∪ D, then, by
construction of π1(Ω̂) ∪ D, the interpretation of the interval endpoints defined by s does
satisfy the constraints of π(Ω̂) and Ω̂ .
π(Ω̂) can be computed in O(|Ω̂|) time by using a table of 868 elements containing a
minimal clause translation of each ORD-Horn relation.10
A scenario σ for a temporal CSP over PA involving m point variables can be found in
O(m2) time [59]. From σ we can derive a solution in O(m) time (e.g., we assign an integer
i to the variables in the first position of σ , i+1 to the variables in the second position, etc.).
Since π1(Ω̂) ∪D is a temporal CSP over PA involving 2n variables (those corresponding
to the endpoints of the n interval variables of Ω̂), we can find a solution for π1(Ω̂) ∪ D
(and for Ω̂) in O(n2) time. 
From the proof of Theorem 9, we can easily derive an algorithm for computing a so-
lution of any temporal CSP over ORD-Horn (if it exists) in O(n3) time. Fig. 7 gives a
slightly improved version of such an algorithm, that we call ORDHORN-SOL. Note that,
differently from the algorithm used in the proof of Theorem 9, step 2 of ORDHORN-SOL
finds a scenario for π1(Ω), instead of π1(Ω)∪D. This simplification preserves correctness
because π1(Ω) ∪ D is satisfiable, and van Beek’s method produces a scenario where two
variables are interpreted as the same time point if and only if they must be equal [61] (thus,
no inequation in D can be violated).
Lemma 10. Let σ be the scenario computed by van Beek’s algorithm for an input CSP Σ
over PA. For any variables p and q involved in Σ , p = q ∈ σ if and only if Σ |= (p = q).
Proof. The if direction follows from the proof of the correctness of van Beek’s algorithm
[59,61]. The only if direction follows from the fact that σ is derived by computing a topo-
10 As indicated by Nebel and Bürckert [44], Lemma 7 assumes that π(Ω̂) is explicit, i.e., that “transitivity with
respect to , antisymmetry for positive unit clauses involving  and the weakening of =, and symmetry and
reflexivity of positive unit clauses involving = are explicitly represented in the clause form”. However, note that,
while this assumption is implicit in the first part of the proof, it is not needed in the translation π(Ω̂) used by the
algorithm for finding a solution for π1(Ω̂)∪D. In particular, we keep transitivity implicit, since otherwise space
complexity would become cubic.
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Input: a CSP Ω over ORD-Horn.
Output: a solution of Ω , if one exists; fail otherwise.
1. Determine the satisfiability of Ω by enforcing path-consistency to it.
If Ω is not satisfiable, then return fail, otherwise let Ω̂ be the result-
ing path consistent CSP;
2. Run van Beek’s algorithm [59] for finding a scenario σ of π1(Ω̂);
3. Derive from σ a solution of Ω̂ (and of Ω) by assigning to each interval
endpoint of Ω a number consistent with σ .
Fig. 7. A point-based method for finding a solution of a CSP over ORD-Horn.
logical sort for the precedence graph G of Σ , which is a total order of the vertices of G
[11]. Thus, the only sets of variables that are interpreted as the same time points are those
forming the strongest connected components of the TL-graph of Σ , containing variables
(graph vertexes) that must be interpreted as the same time point. 
The proofs of next theorem and corollary trivially follow from the previous lemma,
Theorem 9, and the fact that enforcing path-consistency to a CSP over ORD-Horn decides
its satisfiability in cubic time [44].
Theorem 11. Given a temporal CSP Ω over ORD-Horn, ORDHORN-SOL computes a
solution of Ω (if it exists) in O(n3) time, where n is the number of the variables involved
in Ω .
It should be noted that, if the input CSP is known to be path consistent, then obviously
step 1 can be omitted from the algorithm. Hence, under this condition, the time complexity
of ORDHORN-SOL reduces to O(n2).
Corollary 12. Given a satisfiable path consistent CSP Ω̂ over ORD-Horn, steps 2 and 3
of ORDHORN-SOL compute a solution of Ω̂ in O(n2) time, where n is the number of the
variables involved in Ω̂ .
5.2. An incremental algorithm for I-ISOL
In the previous section, we have shown that ISOL for a path consistent CSP Ω over
ORD-Horn can be solved in O(n2) time by using a solution for π1(Ω), the temporal CSP
over PA formed by the unary clauses in the ORD-Horn clause translation of Ω . In this
section, we propose an algorithm for solving I-ISOL that exploits this property and the
incremental algorithm for I-PSOL given in Section 4.1 (INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL). Fig. 8
describes our algorithm for I-ISOL, which is called INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-SOL. The
total time complexity of the algorithm is O(n3), while the repeated application from sketch
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Input: a matrix M representing the path consistent CSP Ω̂i−1 of Ωi−1;
a matrix M ′ representing the path consistent CSP of π1(Ω̂i−1);
a topological order T for the precedence graph of π1(Ω̂i−1);
a new interval constraint xRy.
Output: A solution of Ωi = Ωi−1 ∪ {xRy}, if Ωi is satisfiable, fail otherwise.
1. if (R ∩ M[x, y]) ⊂ M[x, y] then
2. P := list formed by the constraints in π1({xRy}) else P := ();
3. M := IPC-3(M,xRy);
4. if M = fail then return fail;
5. for each pSq ∈ P do
6. if (S ∩M ′[p,q]) ⊂ M ′[p,q] then
7. for each variable v in π1(Ω̂i−1) do EQ[v] := false;
8. run steps 1–18 of INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL(M ′, T ,pSq);
9. return an assignment to the interval endpoints in Ωi consistent with T .
Fig. 8. An algorithm for I-ISOL. IPC-3 is a variant of IPC that adds to the list P a set of PA-constraints be-
tween the interval endpoints (more details on IPC-3 in the text). The EQ-flags initialized by step 7 are used by
INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL as described in Section 4.1.
of Ligozat’s method requires O(n5) total time.11 By using IPC combined with our static
algorithm for solving ISOL (ORDHORN-SOL), we can reduce this complexity to O(n4)
total time which, however, is still worse than the complexity of the algorithm that we
present here by a linear factor.
INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-SOL uses another modification of IPC, called IPC-3,
which is a revision of IPC to keep track of certain constraints generated by the propa-
gation of the new input constraint xRy. Given (a) the path consistent CSP Ω̂i−1 of the
current temporal CSP Ωi−1 = Ω0 ∪{Cj | j = 1 . . . (i − 1)}), (b) the path consistent CSP of
π1(Ω̂i−1), (c) a topological order T for the precedence graph of π1(Ω̂i−1) and (d) a new
interval constraint xRy, IPC-3 accomplishes the following tasks:
• it decides ISAT for Ωi = Ωi−1 ∪ {xRy} (it returns fail iff Ωi is unsatisfiable);
• it updates Ω̂i−1 to derive the path consistent CSP Ω̂i of Ωi ;
• it derives a list P containing the PA-constraints in π1(Ω̂i) that are not in π1(Ω̂i−1).
P is a global variable that is initialized by steps 1–2 to the list formed by π1({xRy}), if
xRy refines the current relation between x and y in Ω̂i−1, and to the empty list otherwise.
P is updated by the subroutine REVISE-3 of IPC-3, which is the same as REVISE in IPC
except for the following important addition: if M[i, j ] is revised, then the PA-constraints in
π1({M[i, j ]}) are added to P . Steps 5–8 incrementally update the path consistent CSP of
π1(Ω̂i−1) (M ′) with the constraints in P , as well as the topological sort T of its precedence
graph.
11 The initial temporal CSP can contain O(n2) constraints. The input sequence of constraints can be formed
by O(n2) constraints strengthening a constraint of the current CSP and, for each of them, the static algorithm
requires O(n3) time.
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ORDHORN-SOL.
Theorem 13. INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-SOL solves I-ISOL for ORD-Horn in O(n3) to-
tal time, where n is the number of the temporal variables.
Proof. Correctness follows from Theorem 1, Theorem 3 and the fact that a solution of
Ωi can be derived by solving PSOL for π1(Ω̂i) [22]. Since each interval constraint can
be revised at most 12 times when enforcing path-consistency, for any sequence of O(n2)
input constraints, the total number of PA-constraints that enter into P is O(n2). Hence, by
Theorem 1 and Theorem 3, the total time complexity of the algorithm is O(n3). 
5.3. A static point-based algorithm for ISAT
In this section, we propose an alternative algorithm for deciding the satisfiability of a
temporal CSP over IA that is sound and complete when the constraints of the CSP are
over ORD-Horn. If the number of the constraints in the CSP is less than O(n2), e.g., it is
O(n) or O(n · logn), then the space complexity and the time complexity of our algorithm
are better than the (square) space complexity and the (cubic) time complexity of the best
known method for deciding satisfiability of a temporal CSP over ORD-Horn (enforcing
path-consistency to the CSP).
For the sake of clarity, first we present a basic version of our method, called ORDHORN-
SAT0, and then we give a more detailed version called ORDHORN-SAT. Given a temporal
CSP Ω over ORD-Horn, the method consists of processing the ORD-Horn clause trans-
lation π(Ω) of Ω as described in Fig. 9. After checking the satisfiability of π1(Ω), for
each disjunct p = q of each clause δ in π2(Ω), if π1(Ω) entails p = q , then we reduce
δ by removing p = q from the clause. If there is a clause that is reduced to the empty
clause, then Ω is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, we extend π1(Ω) with the unary clauses that
have been generated, and we eliminate from π2(Ω) the clauses that have been reduced to
unary clauses. We repeat this clause reduction process until either we have generated an
Algorithm: ORDHORN-SAT0
Input: a set Ω of constraints over ORD-Horn;
Output: true is Ω is satisfiable; false otherwise.
1. Σ1 := π1(Ω); Σ2 := π2(Ω);
2. if Σ1 is unsatisfiable then return false;
3. for each disjunction δ in Σ2 and each disjunct p = q of δ do
4. if Σ1 |= (p = q) then remove p = q from δ in Σ2;
5. if δ becomes the empty clause then return false;
6. S := set of the reduced (unary) disjunctions derived by steps 3–4;
7. if S is not empty then
8. Σ1 := Σ1 ∪ S; Σ2 := Σ2 \ S;
9. goto 2;
10. return true.
Fig. 9. A point-based method for solving ISAT over ORD-Horn.
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later case, Ω is satisfiable.
Our method has some similarities with the point-based technique proposed in [25,
p. 228] in the context of the “Timegraph” approach. However, there are some signif-
icant differences. First, ORDHORN-SAT uses TL-graphs, instead of timegraphs, which
makes updating the representation when a constraint is added much simpler; second, our
method iteratively extends the TL-graph of π1(Ω) with the new unary clauses after having
processed all the disjunctions, while the technique in [25] iteratively extends the timegraph
representation of π1(Ω) as soon as a new unary clause is generated; third, the two meth-
ods accomplish equality entailment checks to remove a disjoint p = q from a disjunction
differently.
These differences have a significant impact on the time complexity of our method. As
we will see, ORDHORN-SAT requires O(c · n) time, while the technique in [25] requires
O(c3) time, where c is the number of the input constraints and n is the total number of the
variables involved by them.
The next theorem states the correctness of ORDHORN-SAT0.
Theorem 14. Given a set Ω of ORD-Horn constraints, ORDHORN-SAT0 decides the sat-
isfiability of Ω .
Proof. Clearly, if steps 2 or 5 returns false, then Ω is not satisfiable. If the algorithm
returns true (step 10), then, by steps 3–5, in Σ1 there is no disjunction with a disjunct p =
q such that Σ1 |= (p = q). Since each disjunction in π2(Ω) is a binary ORD-Horn clause
(i.e., it involves a =-constraint), when the algorithm terminates, we can derive a scenario
for Σ1 satisfying all disjunctions π2(Ω) in the following way. We use van Beek’s algorithm
for finding a scenario of a CSP over PA to find a scenario σ for Σ1. By Lemma 10, we
have that all =-disjuncts in Σ2 are satisfied in σ . Hence, from σ we can easily derive a
scenario for Ω (the relative order of the internal endpoints in σ gives the basic relation of
the corresponding pair of intervals). 
Fig. 10 gives a revised, improved version of ORDHORN-SAT0 that we call ORDHORN-
SAT. The main differences between the basic version and the improved version are the fol-
lowing ones. In order to perform the equality entailment checks in steps 3–5 of ORDHORN-
SAT0, ORDHORN-SAT exploits the fact that a satisfiable CSP over PA entails p = q if and
only if p and q belongs to the same SCC of the TL-graph associated with the CSP [25,59].
Moreover, notice that if there is no new SCC with respect to the previous iteration, there
is no need to perform the internal loop of the algorithm, and hence the improved version
avoids it. The next theorem states the correctness and the complexity of ORDHORN-SAT
for instances of ISAT over ORD-Horn.
Theorem 15. Given a set Ω of ORD-Horn constraints, ORDHORN-SAT decides the satis-
fiability of Ω in O(c · n) time and O(c) space, where c is the number of the constraints in
Ω and n is the number of variables involved in Ω .
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Input: a set Ω of constraints over ORD-Horn;
Output: true is Ω is satisfiable; false otherwise.
1. Σ1 := π1(Ω); Σ2 := π2(Ω); C := ∅;
2. if Σ1 is unsatisfiable then return false;
3. C′ := strongly connected components of the TL-graph of Σ1;
4. if C′ = C then return true;
5. for each disjunction δ in Σ2 and each disjunct p = q of δ do
6. if p and q are both in a component of C′ then
7. remove p = q from δ in Σ2;
8. if δ becomes the empty clause then return false;
9. S := set of the reduced (unary) disjunctions derived by steps 5–7;
10. if S is not empty then
11. Σ1 := Σ1 ∪ S; Σ2 := Σ2 \ S;
12. C := C′;
13. goto 2;
14. return true.
Fig. 10. An efficient point-based algorithm for solving ISAT over ORD-Horn.
Proof. By Theorem 14, in order to prove correctness and completeness of ORDHORN-
SAT, it suffices to show that the algorithm returns true if and only if ORDHORN-SAT0
returns true. This can be proved by observing that the only significant differences be-
tween the algorithms that might lead to different outputs for the same input concern
(a) step 4 in ORDHORN-SAT, which is not present in the basic version of the algorithm,
and (b) the for-loops in ORDHORN-SAT0 (steps 3–5) and in ORDHORN-SAT (steps 5–8).
Regarding (a), step 4 of ORDHORN-SAT is used only to improve efficiency, and it could
be removed without affecting the output. In fact, if step 4 were omitted, when condition of
step 4 is satisfied (C = C′), no disjunction currently in Σ2 could be reduced by the next
steps. Thus, since S would be empty, the algorithm would terminate at step 14 returning
true.
Regarding (b), since a satisfiable CSP over PA entails p = q if and only if p and q
belongs to the same SCC of the TL-graph associated with the CSP [25,59], we have that
the for-loop of ORDHORN-SAT is equivalent to the for-loop of ORDHORN-SAT0.
Now we analyze space and time complexity of ORDHORN-SAT. The number of the
constraints in Σ1 and Σ2 is O(c) and, at each iteration of the external loop, the reduced
disjunctions in S are removed from Σ2 and added to Σ1. Hence, the space complexity
remains linear in the number of constraints forming the input temporal CSP.
Regarding time complexity, clearly step 1 can be accomplished in O(c) time. Steps 2
and 3 can be accomplished in O(c) time by first collapsing the SCCs of C into a single
vertex in the TL-graph of Σ1, and then using Tarjan’s algorithm for finding the SCCs of
the resultant TL-graph [54]. The condition C′ = C of step 4 is satisfied if and only if no
new SCC is generated. The for-loop at step 5 performs O(c) set membership checks to
test whether p and q belong to the SCC C′. Each of these checks can be accomplished
in constant time by comparing the representative vertices of p and q in the precedence
graph of Σ1 (p and q belongs to the same SCC if and only if they are represented by the
same vertex, or the representative vertex of one of the two vertices is equal to the other
vertex). Finally, the number of iterations of the external loop is O(n). This can be shown
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Σ1 decreases by at least one. Since the number of vertices in the TL-graph of Σ1 is less
than or equal to 2n, it follows that there can be at most O(n) modifications of its SCCs.
Thus, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(c · n). 
5.4. Static and incremental algorithms for IMIN
The best known static algorithm for computing the minimal CSP (IMIN) of a given
temporal CSP over ORD-Horn has O(n5) time complexity [44]. This is a simple, general
technique based on checking each basic relation of a constraint as follows. Let Ω be a
satisfiable temporal CSP over ORD-Horn, Ω its minimal CSP, iRj a constraint in Ω , and
iRj the corresponding constraint in Ω . For each basic relation r ∈ R, we check whether the
basic constraint irj is feasible in Ω , i.e., whether Ω \ {iRj} ∪ {irj} is satisfiable. This can
be done in cubic time by running a path-consistency algorithm with input Ω \{iRj}∪{irj}.
(For the sake of conciseness, in the following we will abbreviate Ω \ {iRj} ∪ {irj} with
Ω ∪ {irj}.) By definition of minimal temporal CSP, it is easy to see that R is the set of the
basic relations in R that are feasible for i and j in Ω . The total time complexity of using
this method for solving the incremental version of IMIN (I-IMIN) is O(n7).
In this section, we propose an improved method for solving IMIN, and a new algorithm
for solving I-IMIN. For sparse input CSPs, our method for IMIN has a complexity bound
that can be up to two orders less that the bound of the known method described above.
Moreover, we exploit a property of ORD-Horn that can speedup the algorithm by avoiding
certain feasibility checks.
The incremental method is derived by extending the static method with a data structure
that allows us to amortize the cost of a feasibility check when we process a sequence of
input constraints. The total time complexity of our algorithm for solving I-IMIN over ORD-
Horn is O(n6), which is an O(n) factor better than the complexity of solving this problem
by using the best known static method.
The set of Allen’s basic relations can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets:
B< = {≺,,o,o,d,d}, B < = {m,m, s, s, f, f,=}.
B< is the set of the basic IA relations such that any constraint C over B< can be translated
into an equivalent set (conjunction) of <-constraints between endpoints of intervals in C.
For instance, i o j can be translated into
{i− < i+, j− < j+, i− < j−, i+ < j+}.
B < consists of all the basic IA relations that are not in B<. Both our static and incremental
methods can exploit the following property concerning feasibility of a basic relation in B<.
Lemma 16. Given a path consistent CSP Ω̂ over ORD-Horn and a constraint wRz in Ω̂ ,
for any basic relation r ∈ R such that r ∈ B<, wr z is feasible in Ω̂ (i.e., Ω̂ ∪ {wr z} is
satisfiable).
Proof. The property follows from a result by Ligozat [35] implying that if (a) we arbitrar-
ily choose a constraint pRq of a path consistent (satisfiable) CSP over ORD-Horn such
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the resulting CSP is still satisfiable. (For more details, see the proof of Corollary 2, which
exploits the result of Ligozat.) 
By using Lemma 16, we can improve the basic method for solving IMIN. In fact, after
having derived the path consistent CSP Ω̂ of the input CSP Ω , we need to check feasibility
only of the basic constraints whose relation is in B <. For instance, if Ω̂ contains at most
O(n) constraints involving a basic relation in B <, then IMIN for this CSP can be solved in
O(n4) time.
We now describe an additional improvement of the basic method for solving IMIN. In
order to perform the feasibility check for a basic constraint wrz with r ∈ B <, instead of
enforcing path-consistency to Ω̂ ∪ {wrz}, we can take an equivalent point-based approach
in which we check the feasibility of π({wrz}) in the context of π(Ω̂). I.e., we add the
PA-constraints in π({wrz}) to π(Ω̂), and we check the satisfiability of the resulting set of
ORD-Horn clauses. Clearly, wrz is feasible in Ω̂ if and only if such a set is satisfiable. This
allows us to use ORDHORN-SAT for performing the feasibility checks (see Section 5.3),
which for sparse CSPs gives a significant computational advantage. More precisely, we can
state the following theorem.
Theorem 17. Given a temporal CSP Ω over ORD-Horn, IMIN for Ω can be solved in
O(k · c · n+ n3) time, where k is the number of the constraints wRz in Ω̂ such that
R ∩B < = ∅, c is the number of constraints in Ω , and n is the number of temporal variables
in Ω .
Proof. The path consistent set Ω̂ of Ω can be computed O(n3) time [44]. By Lemma 16,
for each iR′j ∈ Ω̂ and each r ∈ R′, if r ∈ B<, then irj is feasible in Ω̂ . Otherwise (r ∈
B <), by Theorem 15, the feasibility of irj can be checked in O(c · n) time by running
ORDHORN-SAT with input Ω̂ ∪{irj}. It follows that IMIN can be solved in O(k ·c ·n+n3)
time. 
Remark. If the number c of the input constraints in Ω is less than quadratic (e.g., it is O(n)
or O(n · logn)), then by exploiting our results, the minimal CSP of Ω can be computed
in less than O(n5) time (the complexity of the best known method). For instance, when c
is O(n), IMIN can be solved in O(n4) time. Moreover, if the number k of the constraints
involving a basic relation in B < is less than quadratic, then the complexity decreases analo-
gously. Finally, if both k and c are less than quadratic, the complexity bound can be further
reduced. In particular, when both c and k are O(n), the time complexity of our method
becomes O(n3), while the complexity the best known method remains O(n5).
We now focus on the incremental method for I-IMIN. When we add a new constraint
Ci = xRy refining the existing relation between x and y in Ωi−1, first we apply IPC to
Ωi−1 ∪ {Ci}. This checks the satisfiability of Ωi = Ωi−1 ∪ {Ci} and derives a path consis-
tent CSP Ω̂ equivalent to Ωi (if Ωi is satisfiable). At this point, for each constraint wR′z in
Ω̂ and each r ∈ R′, we check whether π({wrz}) is feasible in π(Ω̂). The feasibility checks
are performed using ORDHORN-SAT, and they can be made incremental by exploiting an
additional data structure, called SCC*, which is an array of size n× n× 13.
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by the current CSP if the relation R of the constraint wRz is refined to the basic relation r .
More precisely, SCC∗[w,z, r ] stores the list of the sets of variables forming a (non-unary)
SCC generated by ORDHORN-SAT when checking the feasibility of wrz. Each of these
sets represents a disjoint equivalence class of interval endpoint variables. This information
can be exploited when we update the minimal CSP of a successive CSP Ωj (i < j ) and, in
order to do so, we have to repeat the feasibility check of wrz: all the equalities implied at
the previous feasibility checks of wrz continue to be implied at every successive check of
the same relation and, consequently, since they are available in SCC∗[w,z, r ], there is no
need to recompute them.
As we will prove, the use of SCC∗ allows us to improve the total time complexity of
solving I-IMIN, but it has the negative side effects of increasing the total space complexity
by a O(n) factor (because SCC∗ has O(n2) entries, each of which can require O(n) space).
The worst-case cubic complexity arises when, in O(n2) different feasibility checks, we
Algorithm: INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-MIN
Input: The minimal CSP Ω of a CSP Ωi−1 over ORD-Horn; a constraint xRy;
Output: The minimal CSP of Ωi = Ωi−1 ∪ {xRy} if Ω ∪ {xRy} is satisfiable;
fail otherwise.
1. Ω̂ := IPC(Ω,xRy);
2. if Ω̂ = fail then return fail;
3. for each wR′z ∈ Ω̂ and each r ∈ R′ do
4. if not FEASIBLE(Ω̂,wrz) then Ω̂ := IPC(Ω̂,wR′ \ {r}z);
5. return Ω̂ .
Subroutine: FEASIBLE
Input: A path consistent CSP Ω̂ over ORD-Horn and a constraint wrz such
that wR′z ∈ Ω̂ and r is a basic relation in R′;
Output: true, if Ω̂ ∪ {wrz} is feasible; false otherwise.
1. if r ∈B< then return true;
2. Σ1 := π1(Ω̂); Σ2 := π2(Ω̂ \ {wR′z}); C := ∅;
3. Γ := π({wrz})∪ ImpliedDisjuncts(SCC∗[w,z, r ],Σ2);
4. if Σ1 ∪ Γ is unsatisfiable then return false;
5. C′ := strongly connected components of the TL-graph of Σ1 ∪ Γ ;
6. if C′ = C then set SCC∗[w,z, r ] to C′ and return true;
7. for each disjunction δ in Σ2 and each disjunct p = q of δ do
8. if p and q are both in a component of C′ then remove p = q from δ;
9. if δ becomes the empty clause then return false;
10. S := set of reduced (unary) disjunctions derived by steps 7–9;
11. if S is not empty then
12. Σ1 := Σ1 ∪ Γ ; Σ2 := Σ2 \ S;
13. C := C′; Γ := S;
14. goto 4;
15. SCC∗[w,z, r ] := C′;
16. return true.
Fig. 11. An incremental algorithm for I-IMIN over ORD-Horn. SCC∗[w,z, r ] is a list of disjoint sets of variables
in π1(Θ̂) associated with the pair of intervals w, z and the basic relation r . Each of these sets represents an
equivalence class of interval endpoint variables. ImpliedDisjuncts is a function described in the text.
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become equal to some other variable. However, by implementing each entry of the array as
a list of lists of variables, each of which representing a SCC, we conjecture that in practice
the space requirement is less than cubic. (A preliminary experimental analysis seems to
confirm our conjecture.)
Fig. 11 gives our incremental algorithm for solving I-IMIN, that we call INCREMENTAL-
ORDHORN-MIN. ImpliedDisjuncts(SCC∗[w,z, r ],Σ2) is the set of the disjuncts obtained
by reducing the binary clauses in Σ2 using the equivalence classes corresponding to
SCC∗[w,z, r ]. Note that the size of this set is O(n2), and that it can be computed in O(n2)
time by using a Boolean matrix for representing the equalities implied by SCC∗[w,z, r ].
(An entry of this matrix has value true if and only if the interval endpoint variables corre-
sponding to the column and row of the entry are equal; the matrix can be constructed from
SCC∗[w,z, r ] in O(n2) time.)
Given the minimal CSP Ω of the current CSP and a new constraint xRy, steps 1 and
2 of INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-MIN compute the path consistent CSP Ω̂ of Ω ∪ {xRy},
returning fail if Ω ∪{xRy} is unsatisfiable. Steps 3 and 4 iteratively check the feasibility
of wrz, for each constraint wRz in Ω̂ and each basic relation r ∈ R. If wrz is not feasible
in Ω̂ , then r is removed from R, and path-consistency can be (incrementally) reinforced to
the resulting CSP.
The feasibility checks are performed by the subroutine FEASIBLE, which is a variant
of ORDHORN-SAT that uses and updates the data structure SCC∗. The main differences
between FEASIBLE and ORDHORN-SAT are the following ones.
• The input of FEASIBLE consists of a path consistent CSP Ω̂ and a constraint involving
a basic relation, while in ORDHORN-SAT it is an arbitrary CSP Ω over ORD-Horn.
• Step 1 of FEASIBLE exploits Lemma 16 to return true (in constant time) when the
relation of the input constraint (wrz) is in B<.
• Steps 4 and 5 of FEASIBLE consider an extension of π1(Ω̂) obtained by adding Γ =
π({wrz}) ∪ ImpliedDisjuncts(SCC∗[w,z, r ],Σ2) to π1(Ω̂), while the corresponding
steps of ORDHORN-SAT consider only π1(Ω).
• When FEASIBLE returns true (steps 6 and 16), before doing so, SCC∗ is updated
with the last SCCs generated by step 5.
Clearly, correctness of INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-MIN relies on the correctness of
FEASIBLE. The proof of the correctness of FEASIBLE is similar to the one that we have
given for ORDHORN-SAT (Theorem 15), but it is more complex and longer because of the
additional data structure (SCC∗) that has to be correctly used and updated. A detailed proof
of the correctness and complexity of the algorithm is given in an appendix of the paper.
It can be proved that the total time complexity of INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-MIN is
O(k · n4 + n3), where k is the total number of constraints xRy such that R ∩ B < = ∅, and
n is the number of the interval variables. Since k is O(n2), it follows that the worst-case
total time complexity of the algorithm is O(n6).
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O(k · n4 + n3) total time, where k is the total number of input constraints xRy such that
R ∩B < = ∅, and n is the number of the interval variables.
Proof. See Appendix A. 
6. Discussion and extensions
In this section, we describe how our algorithms can be extended to deal with problems
where the input constraints may involve new temporal variables. In addition, we briefly
discuss incremental reasoning for sparse temporal CSPs and a possible use of our results
for solving fully-dynamic problems.
6.1. Incremental temporal variables
For simplicity, in the previous sections we have specified our incremental algorithms
under the assumption that the initial temporal CSP involves all temporal variables of the
final CSP (if a variable is not involved by the current CSP, then it is related to every other
variable by the universal relation). Of course, in general this is not the case, since we could
start from a possibly empty initial CSP, and new input constraints could involve new tem-
poral variables. However, our algorithms do not take any advantage from this assumption
for improving their efficiency, and they can be easily modified to process temporal vari-
ables incrementally. Such modifications can make the algorithms more efficient in practice,
but their (worst-case) total time complexity remains the same.
Note that also the worst-case complexity bounds that we gave for solving an incremental
problem using an existing static algorithm remain the same when the temporal variables
are incrementally processed. I.e., if a static algorithm requires O(nk) time for solving a
reasoning problem, then it requires O(n2k) time for solving the incremental version of the
problem, even when the temporal variables are incrementally given by the constraints. For
instance, with k = 2 the total time complexity is ∑i=ni=2[(i − 1) · O(i2)] because, for each
new variable involved by an input constraint, there are as many new input constraints as
the number of variables in the current temporal CSP. But this complexity bound can be
rewritten as follows:12
i=n∑
i=2
[
(i − 1) · O(i2)]= O( i=n∑
i=2
i3
)
= O
(
n2 · (n+ 1)2
4
− 1
)
= O(n4).
In the rest of this section, we describe the modifications of our algorithms for handling
temporal variables incrementally. Instead of knowing all the n variables in the final tem-
poral CSP in advance, we simply impose a maximum value N to the possible number
12 In general, the sum of the j th power of the first n integers is O(nj+1). For an on-line analysis of the sums of
powers see http://www.mathpages.com.
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groups of variables: active variables and inactive variables. A variable is active if it is in-
volved by at least one input constraint in Θi . A variable is inactive if it is not involved by
any of the input constraints in Θi . Each variable corresponds to a column and a row of
the matrix representing the current CSP, and it is ordered according to the corresponding
matrix indexes. The initial m active variables of the initial CSP are associated with the first
m columns/rows of the matrix, and the t th variable that becomes active through an input
constraint is associated with the (t +m)th column/row of the matrix. Each inactive variable
can be seen as a dummy variable of the current CSP that is related to every other variable
by the universal relation.
In the following, we show how our incremental algorithms can be modified to consider
only the variables that are active in the current CSP. In every algorithm, the input constraint
is first processed to check whether it involves a new variable. For each new variable x (if
any), we associate with x the first available matrix column/row corresponding to an inac-
tive variable. (Clearly, when we process a sequence of constraints, the number of active
variables monotonically increases and the number of inactive variable monotonically de-
creases, but their sum stays equal to N .) Then, there are the following additional revisions
to make, depending on the particular algorithm under consideration.
• In IPC and its variants, the variable (column/row index) k of step 4 of PC must be an
active variable (the other two variables i and j of this step are active because they are
the variables of the input constraint).
• In INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL, when a variable (column/row index) v becomes active,
we initialize Ord(v) so that v is the last variable of the topological sort of the currently
active variables, T [Ord(v)] to v, and EQ[v] to false.
• In INCREMENTAL-PA-MIN, the variables w and z of steps 7 and 13 must be active
variables.
• In INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-SOL, we maintain active variables for both the interval
variables (column/row indexes of M) and the corresponding endpoint variables (col-
umn/row indexes of M ′). The column/row indexes of M ′ are incrementally associated
with a new endpoint variable starting from the first inactive matrix column/row.
• In INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-MIN, we can include similar modifications that, given
its high level description, are not described in detail with reference to the specific steps
of the algorithm.
6.2. Sparse temporal CSPs
In the previous sections, the worst-case complexity analysis of our incremental algo-
rithms assumes that the total number constraints in the initial temporal CSP plus the length
of the input sequence of constraints is quadratic with respect to the number of the variables
in the final CSP. An interesting question is how well our algorithms perform for incremen-
13 N is used to set the size of the matrix representing the temporal CSP and the vector representing the topologi-
cal sort (if any). If the value of n can be predicted, then N = n, otherwise we can set N according to the available
memory, or to an initial estimated number that could be dynamically increased at run time.
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i.e., when the final CSP is sparse.
If the number of the input constraints in the final CSP is linear, in the worst case, IPC
and INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL are not more efficient than the iterative application of van
Beek’s static methods for solving I-PSAT and I-PSOL, respectively. However, in practice,
our algorithms could be more efficient also for sparse final CSPs. A possible reason is that
path-consistency can make many implied constraints explicit, while in van Beek’s graph-
based static methods they remain implicit. Thus, when an implied constraint is given in
input, maintaining satisfiability is a trivial task for our incremental methods, while van
Beek’s method needs to be run also for implied input constraints. In Section 7, we will
give some experimental results showing the advantage of our incremental techniques also
for sparse CSPs.
Moreover, when the input constraints are over the convex Point Algebra (PAc), i.e., PA
without the = relation [62], the use of our methods has a significant advantage: both IPC
and INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL have the positive side effect of maintaining the minimal CSP.
In fact, any satisfiable path consistent CSP over PAc is minimal [62]. Thus, we can use the
temporal CSPs generated by of these algorithms for querying the relation (or checking the
feasibility of a given relation) between two temporal variables in constant time.
Concerning the other incremental problems that we have addressed for PA (I-PMIN) and
for ORD-Horn (I-ISAT, I-ISOL and I-IMIN), if the final CSP is sparse, then, in the worst
case, the total time complexity of our algorithms is better or no worse than the complexity
of applying known static algorithms.
6.3. Fully dynamic problems
The fully-dynamic version of a reasoning problem consists of maintaining a property of
the temporal CSP (satisfiability, a solution, or the minimal CSP) when performing a mixed
sequence of constraint assertions (or refinements) and constraint relaxations. In general,
the fully dynamic version of the problems that we have considered in this paper appear to
be intrinsically harder than the corresponding semi-dynamic versions.
For a fully-dynamic problem, a technique for solving the corresponding incremental (or
decremental) problem can be used to amortize complexity for subsequences of operations
of the same type (either a constraint refinement or a constraint relaxation). In particular,
consider an instance of the fully-dynamic version of PMIN in which we process a sequence
of k constraint relaxations (weakened constraints) mixed with O(n2) constraint assertions
(constraint refinements). Suppose that the weakened constraints are not consecutive in the
input sequence of operations. When we process a weakened constraint, we can recom-
pute the minimal CSP of the temporal CSP from scratch. When we process a constraint
refinement, we use the algorithm for I-PMIN that we presented in Section 4.2. The total
time complexity of this method is O(k · n4), while applying van Beek’s static algorithm
O(k · n2) times requires O(k · n6) total time.
In general, the design of efficient algorithms than can amortize their worst-case com-
plexity on the whole sequence of mixed operations is a non-trivial issue deserving further
research.
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In Sections 3–5, we presented some algorithms for incremental temporal reasoning
showing their advantage in terms of runtime complexity with respect to the known (sta-
tic) methods. In this section, we present some results from an empirical analysis aimed
at testing the effectiveness of our techniques in practice. We focus the analysis on the al-
gorithms for incremental temporal reasoning with constraints of the Point Algebra: IPC,
INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL, and INCREMENTAL-PA-MIN. The general goal of the experi-
ments that we conducted was to confirm the hypothesis that our incremental techniques
are significantly more efficient than the use of static techniques in terms of (a) total CPU-
time for processing an input sequence of constraints and (b) CPU-time for processing a
single constraint in an input sequence of constraints.
The data sets used in our experimental study are random CSPs generated by two known
methods: Delgrande, Gupta and Van Allen’s generator [13], and Gerevini and Schubert’s
generator [25].14 We indicate the CSPs of the first generator with DGA data sets, and
those of the second generator with GS data sets. Both these methods generate satisfiable
CSPs over PA. The main difference between the DGA data sets and the GS data sets is
that the first CSPs do not contain equalities, while the second contain a random number of
equalities. Each equality constraint in a GS data set is stated either explicitly or implicitly
(e.g., with the pair of constraints x  y and y  x). Moreover, DGA data sets consist
of an equal number of constraints for each allowed type, while GS data sets consist of a
random number of constraints of each type, except for =-constraints, whose percentage
is set before running the generator. Note also that the constraints forming a DGA data
set appear in the corresponding generated file with a particular order partitioning the file
into subsequences of constraints of the same type. Thus, in order to make our analysis
independent from this particular order, the constraints of each data set were selected from
its file with a random order.
In our experiments, each randomly generated CSP represents the final CSP of a process
where the constraints are incrementally given, i.e., each data set corresponds to a sequence
of input constraints. We concentrate our analysis mainly on sparse data sets (i.e., sequences
of constraints with a length less than quadratic), because these are more challenging for
our techniques. Specifically, we consider GS data set containing n · log2 n constraints, of
which 25% are =-constraints, and DGA data set containing n3 · log2 n constraints of each
type (except “=”), where n is the number of the temporal variables.
We implemented both the versions with and without the incremental variable manage-
ment (for both the incremental and the static algorithms). Here we give the results for the
implementation handling incremental variables. In general, the results with static variables
are similar.
14 The first program is available at http://www.cs.sfu.ca/~jim/Time/, while the second is available at
http://www.ing.unibs.it/~gerevini/TimeGen.lisp. In order to have more general data sets, we used a slight modifi-
cation of Gerevini and Schubert’s generator in which the pairs of constrained variables are randomly chosen using
the uniform distribution, instead of a geometric one. All tests were conducted on a PC Pentium III 500 MHz with
512 Mbyte of RAM.
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data sets. The constraints in each of these data sets were incrementally processed start-
ing from the empty CSP. For each constraint Ci in a data set, we ran the incremental
and the static algorithms solving the reasoning problem under consideration, and we kept
Fig. 12. Total CPU-time (left plots) and partial CPU-time (right plots) required by the incremental algorithms and
the corresponding static algorithms for solving I-PSAT, I-PSOL, and I-PMIN. All plots are in logarithmic scale.
68 A. Gerevini / Artificial Intelligence 166 (2005) 37–80Fig. 13. Mean CPU-time (log scale) for processing a single constraint in a sequence using static/incremental
algorithms: time for data sets with a different number n of variables and n · log2 n constraints (left plots); time
for the ith constraint (1 i  100 · log2 100) in data sets with 100 variables (right plots).
track of relative CPU-times. More precisely, the static algorithms were run on the CSP
Θi = {C1, . . . ,Ci}, while the incremental algorithms were run with input the current CSP
Θi−1 and the new input constraint Ci (plus possible additional information required by the
specific incremental algorithm, such as a solution of Θi−1, or the minimal CSP of Θi−1).
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CSPs contain 2n · log2 n constraints and  n
2−n
2  constraints.
The plots on the left side of Fig. 12 give the mean total CPU-time of the static and
incremental algorithms for both the DGA datasets and the GS data sets. The first of these
plots compares PC and IPC; the second plot compares van Beek’s method for computing
a solution (VB-PA-SOL) and INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL (abbreviated with INC-PA-SOL);
the third plot compares van Beek’s method for computing the minimal CSP (VB-PA-
MIN) and INCREMENTAL-PA-MIN (abbreviated with INC-PA-MIN).15 The incremental
algorithms are significantly faster than the static ones. Specifically, our incremental algo-
rithm for maintaining a solution is nearly one order of magnitude faster, while the other
algorithms are about two orders of magnitude faster.
The plots on the right side of Fig. 12 give detailed results for 50 data sets (constraint
sequences) with a fixed size (n = 100 and 100 · log2 100 constraints). In particular, the
plots give the mean partial CPU-time when we incrementally process the sequence. These
results indicate that the advantage of our methods is independent from the number of the
constraints forming the input sequence, except for very short sequences, where, as ex-
pected, the benefit of using incremental methods is not very significant.
The plots of Fig. 13 show the mean CPU-time of processing a single constraint in a
sequence of constraints (either a DGA data set or a GS data set) involving 100 variables.
These results give an empirical confirmation of our second hypothesis: on average, the
computational cost of processing a new input constraint using the incremental techniques
is dramatically lower than the cost of using the static algorithms.
Finally, as predicted by the theoretical analysis, in another experiment we observed
that for dense final CSPs the advantage of our techniques is even more significant. In
particular, Fig. 14 compares the performance of INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL and VB-PA-
SOL for processing dense data sets with more than n · log2 n constraints. The plot on
15 The static algorithms were implemented with particular care, including some optimizations that are not
present in the original formulation, with the aim of making the implementation as much efficient as we could.
In VB-PA-MIN, path-consistency was enforced used IPC instead of PC, because this made the implementation
much faster.
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constraints and with n2−n2  constraints. Note that the four curves for INCREMENTAL-PA-
SOL are all at the bottom of the plot, and they pairwise overlap (for data sets with the same
number of constraints, on average, the performance with DGA data sets and with GS data
sets is the same). The plot on the right side of the figure gives the mean partial CPU-time
for processing data sets involving 100 variables and n2−n2  constraints. Note that also here
the two curves of the incremental algorithm overlap.
From the results of Fig. 14, we can derive further interesting observations. While
the performance of the static algorithm significantly depends on the type of data set,
INCREMENTAL-PA-SOL performs similarly for both the types of data sets considered.
Moreover, the more constraints a data set contains, the greater the advantage of using the
incremental method.
8. Conclusions and future work
The ability to manage temporal information incrementally is an important task in many
areas of Artificial Intelligence. In this paper, we have addressed incremental temporal
reasoning in the context of the well-known Point Algebra, Simple Interval Algebra and
ORD-Horn fragment of the Interval Algebra, proposing a collection of new algorithms for
solving fundamental reasoning problems. Our incremental algorithms improve the runtime
complexity of using existing static techniques by a factor of O(n) or O(n2), where n is
the number of the temporal variables. An experimental analysis focused on CSPs over the
Point Algebra confirm the advantage of our incremental methods. Moreover, as a side effect
of our investigation, we have proposed new algorithms for static reasoning in the context
of ORD-Horn that, under certain conditions, are more efficient than existing techniques.
In the literature, incremental reasoning about qualitative temporal constraints has re-
ceived limited attention. Fox and Long’s TEMPMAN system [17] and Ghallab and Mounir
Alaoui’s IxTeT system [27] can manage precedence constraints between time points incre-
mentally. Their techniques are based on an interesting representation aimed at supporting
fast query answering (i.e., deriving entailed precedence relations between time points).
However, these systems do not address the incremental reasoning problems that we have
considered in this paper.
Mouhoub [42] studied a dynamic path-consistency algorithm for processing Interval
Algebra constraints that is similar to the basic version of the path-consistency algorithm
investigated in this paper (IPC). Mouhoub experimentally showed the practical advantage
of dynamic path consistency with respect to static path consistency, without a characteri-
zation of its total worst-case complexity.
Some work on incremental tractable reasoning has been done also in the context of
metric temporal constraints (e.g., [10,23]). However, these results concern a class of con-
straints that is different from the classes investigated in this paper (in particular, neither
=-constraints between points, nor many of the interval constraints over the Simple Interval
Algebra or ORD-Horn can be expressed). Moreover, these studies do not analyze the total
worst-case complexity of the proposed techniques.
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soning problems. In the decremental version of a reasoning problem, we start from a
non-empty temporal CSP and we iteratively weaken one of its constraints. After each
constraint relaxation, we want to maintain one or more properties of the temporal CSP
(satisfiability, a solution, or the minimal CSP). This process can be repeated until the tem-
poral CSP contains only constraints of type “” (i.e., it has no constraint). Clearly, when
the constraints of a satisfiable CSP can only be weakened, satisfiability is preserved and no
processing is needed. Similarly for maintaining a solution. On the other hand, decremental
reasoning is not trivial when we start from an over-constrained (unsatisfiable) CSP, and the
task is to remove some constraints to make the CSP satisfiable, or when the task is to main-
tain the minimal representation of a satisfiable CSP. In [19,20] we give a first algorithm for
solving the decremental version of PMIN, improving the runtime complexity of using the
best static method by a linear factor.
Moreover, we intend to extend the experimental analysis presented in this paper to
include an empirical study of the algorithms for the tractable fragments of the Interval
Algebra that we have theoretically investigated. We expect that the experimental behavior
of these algorithms is similar to the one observed in this paper for the algorithms developed
for the Point Algebra.
In addition to the specific research directions that we have already mentioned, future
work includes the design of incremental algorithms for other tractable fragments of the
Interval Algebra, such as those identified in [14,32], and of Golumbic and Shamir’s A3
class of “macro” interval relations [28].
Another important direction for future work is the study of incremental techniques for
temporal CSPs with a structure that can be exploited by specialized representations, such as
timegraphs [25], serial-parallel graphs [13] or Golumbic and Shamir’s graph-based meth-
ods [28]. (Additional examples are the representations of TEMPLAN and TxTeT mentioned
above, which, however, can handle only a subset of the relations in the Point Algebra.) Del-
grande and Gupta proposed an interesting work along this direction on maintaining chains
of constraints of type “<” or “” [12]. Their algorithm could be part of a more general
approach for building timegraphs incrementally. The techniques that we have proposed in
this paper are different from theirs. They handle a larger class of relations and they are
more general, because they do not assume any particular structure of the information in the
temporal CSP.
Finally, it would be also interesting to extend our study beyond tractable reasoning,
designing incremental algorithms for handling the full Interval Algebra. However, since
reasoning becomes NP-hard, in the worst case such algorithms cannot be more efficient
than using static techniques, and their computational advantage can be aimed only in prac-
tice. An alternative promising approach to dealing with intractable problems is the use of
local search techniques. This approach is incomplete, but recent work suggests that it is
an efficient method for maintaining a solution of a satisfiable CSP over the full Interval
Algebra [43,57].
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Appendix A. Proofs of Theorems 4 and 18
Theorem 4. INCREMENTAL-PA-MIN solves I-PMIN in O(n4) total time, where n is the
number of the temporal variables.
Proof. Correctness follows from Theorem 1, and from the following facts: (i) we are as-
suming that, when we process a new PA-constraint Ci , the input matrix M represents the
minimal CSP of Σi−1; (ii) once we have reduced all =-diamonds in a path consistent CSP
of PA-constraints, the resultant CSP is minimal [26]; (iii) the algorithm eliminates all =-
diamonds in Σ̂i (the path consistent CSP of the input minimal CSP Σi−1 revised by Ci ).
In order to prove (iii), we consider the four possible cases in which the intersection
of the new constraint Ci = xRy and the constraint xR′y in Σi−1 can generate new =-
diamonds in Σ̂i : xR ∩ R′y can be equal to either (1) “x  y”, (2) “x  y”, (3) “x = y”,
or (4) “x = y”. These are the only cases to consider, since the revision of xR′y to either
x < y or y < x can not enforce any new constraint of type “” or “ =”, and thus it cannot
generate a new =-diamond.
Cases 1 and 2: xR ∩ R′y = “x  y” or xR ∩ R′y = “x  y”. We have that xR ∩ R′y
and its propagation at step 4 by IPC-2 can generate new constraints of type “” or “ =” (the
latter is because of the definition of composition in PA [63]). The new -constraints are
stored in L by IPC-2, and steps 6–11 identify and eliminate all new =-diamonds involving
one of them. The new =-constraints can generate new diamonds as well, but we show that
it is not necessary to process them. Suppose that v = w is a constraint generated by IPC-2.
It must be the case that the propagation of xR ∩ R′y generates a new equivalence class
of variables E (i.e., a new strongly connected component in the precedence graph of the
input temporal CSP) containing either v or w (see Fig. A.1). In particular, there must be a
variable q such that either
• E contains q and v, and q = w is in the input (minimal) CSP Σi−1, or
• E contains q and w, and q = v is in Σi−1.
This is because, when we enforce path consistency at step 4, a =-constraint between two
previously unconstrained variables can be generated only by composing a =-constraint
and a =-constraint (see the composition table of PA [63]; a new constraint v = w can
be generated by IPC-2 only if vw is in the input CSP, because otherwise the existing
constraint could not be refined to v = w).
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poral CSP Σi−1. Directed solid edges represent -constraints. Undirected solid edges represent =-constraints.
Dotted edges represent constraints of type either “” or “=”. x  y induces a new set of =-constraints forming
the equivalence class E ⊇ {q, v, x, y} through which q = w ∈ Σi−1 generates v = w. If r , v, s and w formed a
new =-diamond in Σ̂i , then Σi−1 would contain the =-diamond in the right part of the figure.
Suppose that q, v ∈ E, q = w ∈ Σi−1, and that the generated constraint v = w induces
a =-diamond in the path consistent CSP of Σi computed by step 4 (Σ̂i ). Let r , s, v and
w be the variables of such a =-diamond, and r  s its non-minimal constraint (see the
graph in the left part of Fig. A.1). We have that at least one of r  q , q  s, r  w and
s w must not be in the input temporal CSP Σi−1. If all such-constraints were in Σi−1,
then the sub-CSP of the input CSP formed by the variables r , s, q and w would form a
=-diamond (see the right part of Fig. A.1), which is impossible because we are assuming
that the input temporal CSP is minimal. Hence, it must be the case that at least one of the
previous four -constraints is new (i.e., it is added to the list L by IPC-2). It follows that
steps 6–11 of the algorithm will identify and reduce the =-diamond formed by r , s, q and
w by changing r  s to r < s, which reduces also the =-diamond formed by the variables
r , s, v and w. The case in which q,w ∈ E can be treated analogously.
Case 3: xR∩R′y = “x = y”. The proof given for the previous cases applies also to this
case.
Case 4: xR ∩ R′y = “x = y”. Steps 12–15 identify and eliminate in Σ̂i all the new
=-diamonds involving x = y. The propagation of x = y performed by IPC-2 can generate
additional =-constraints by composing x = y and an existing =-constraint. However, we
show that there is no need to process the =-diamonds involving these new inequations.
x = y can generate three types of new inequation:
• u = y, for each u such that u = x is in the input CSP (Σi−1);
• v = x, for each v such that v = y is in the input CSP;
• u = v, for each u,v such that u = x and v = y are in the input CSP.
Since the input CSP is minimal, by looking at the composition table of PA [63], it is easy to
see that these are the only possible cases. Assume that one of these new inequations gives
rise to a new =-diamond involving two other variables w and z such that w  z ∈ Σ̂i and
w  z is not minimal (Σ̂i |= v < z). Then, the input temporal CSP Σi−1 would have to
contain the =-diamond involving x, y, w and z, as shown in Fig. A.2 where we give an
example for each of the three possible types of new inequation (note that for the first type,
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x = y in the input minimal CSP Σi−1. Directed solid edges represent -constraints; undirected edges represent
=-constraints; dashed edges represent =-constraints. If a new =-constraint generated a new =-diamond in Σ̂i ,
then Σi−1 would contain a =-diamond involving x, y, w and z.
w  x and x  z must be in Σi−1, because Σi−1 is minimal; similarly, for the second
type, w  y and y  z must be in Σi−1 and, for the third type, w  x, x  z, w  y
and y  z must be in Σi−1). But this is impossible because we are assuming that Σi−1 is
minimal. Hence, we have proved that INCREMENTAL-PA-MIN eliminates all =-diamonds
in Σ̂i .
Concerning complexity, by Theorem 1 IPC-2 requires O(n3) total time and, for any
sequence of O(n2) input constraints, the total number of pairs that can enter into the list L
is O(n2). Since steps 7–11 and 12–15 can be accomplished in O(n2) time, it follows that
the total time complexity of the algorithm is O(n4). 
In order to prove Theorem 18 (correctness and time complexity of INCREMENTAL-
ORDHORN-MIN), we will use the following lemma about the equivalence of the subrou-
tine FEASIBLE and the algorithm ORDHORN-SAT introduced in Section 5.3.
Lemma A.1. Let Ωi be the current (satisfiable) CSP over ORD-Horn, Ω̂i a path con-
sistent CSP of Ωi , and wr z a constraint such that wRz ∈ Ω̂i , r ∈ R and r ∈ B <.
FEASIBLE(Ω̂i,wr z) returns true (false) if and only if ORDHORN-SAT(Ω̂i ∪ {wr z})
returns true (false).
Proof. Let Ω be the temporal CSP Ω̂i ∪ {wrz}, and ΣI the set of the PA-constraints ob-
tained by reducing the disjunctions in π2(Ω) using the equivalence classes in SCC∗([w,z,
r ]), i.e., ΣI = ImpliedDisjuncts(SCC∗([w,z, r ],π2(Ω̂i \ {wRz})). (For a description of
SCC∗ and ImpliedDisjuncts, see Section 5.4.) Under the assumptions of the lemma, the
only difference between ORDHORN-SAT and FEASIBLE that could lead to different out-
puts for the same input concerns the initial sets of PA-constraints forming the initial TL-
graph: in ORDHORN-SAT this set is Σ1 = π1(Ω); in FEASIBLE it is π1(Ω̂i)∪π({wrz})∪
ΣI (in steps 5 such a set is indicated with Σ1 ∪ Γ ), which is equivalent to Σ1 ∪ΣI .
Let us assume that the SCCs in SCC∗[w,z, r ] represent a set of equivalence classes
entailed by Ω (in the second part of the proof, we will show that indeed this assumption
does hold). Then, by construction of Ω and ΣI , also the PA-constraints in ΣI are entailed
by Ω . It follows that Ω (i.e., Σ1 ∪ π2(Ω)) is satisfiable if and only if Υ = Σ1 ∪ΣI ∪Σ2
is satisfiable, where Σ2 = π2(Ω̂i \ {wRz}) = π2(Ω) is computed by step 2 of FEASIBLE.
Clearly, if FEASIBLE(Ω̂i,wrz) reduces a disjunction to the empty clause (and thus it re-
turns false), then Υ is unsatisfiable. (Correctness of the reductions is guaranteed by
the fact that, for any p and q , a satisfiable CSP over PA entails p = q if and only if p
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by the equivalence of Υ and Ω , and Theorem 15 (correctness of ORDHORN-SAT), also
ORDHORN-SAT(Ω) must return false.
Consider now the case in which FEASIBLE(Ω̂i,wrz) returns true. Since the CSP of
PA-constraints forming the initial TL-graph T in FEASIBLE(Ω̂i,wrz) is a refinement of the
CSP forming the initial TL-graph T ′ in ORDHORN-SAT(Ω), every SCC in T is part of (or
equal to) a SCC in T ′. Hence, it cannot be the case that ORDHORN-SAT(Ω) reduces more
disjunctions in π2(Ω) than FEASIBLE(Ω̂i,wrz). It follows that, if FEASIBLE(Ω̂i,wrz)
returns true, then also ORDHORN-SAT(Ω) must return true.
To complete the proof, we show that FEASIBLE correctly updates SCC∗[w,z, r ], i.e.,
that SCC∗[w,z, r ] represents a set of equivalence classes entailed by Ω . We prove this by
induction on the length i of the input sequence of constraints.
Induction base: i = 0. Since, for every w,z, r , SCC∗[w,z, r ] is initialized to the empty
list, we have that ΣI is the empty set. Hence, FEASIBLE(Ω̂i,wrz) and ORDHORN-
SAT(Ω) reduce the same disjunctions in π2(Ω0), and when FEASIBLE terminates,
SCC∗[w,z, r ] has been updated (by step 6 or 15) to the same SCCs as those that are com-
puted by ORDHORN-SAT. Theorem 15 (correctness and complexity of ORDHORN-SAT)
guarantees that each of these SCCs represent an equivalence class (a set of =-constraints)
entailed by Ω .
Induction hypothesis and induction step: assume that the claim is true for i = t (t  1);
we show that the claim holds also for i = t + 1. By the induction hypothesis, for every
w,z, r , the equivalence classes in SCC*[w,z, r ] are entailed by Ω̂i−1 ∪ {wrz}. But since
Ωi is a refinement of Ωi−1, when we run FEASIBLE(Ω̂i,wrz), the equivalence classes
initially in SCC∗[w,z, r ] must be entailed by Ω = Ω̂i ∪ {wrz} as well. Moreover, since
any satisfiable temporal CSP over PA entails an equivalence class x1 = x2 = · · · = xk if
and only if the vertices corresponding to x1, x2, . . . , xk in the TL-graph associated with the
CSP belong to the same SCC [25,59], we have that the reductions performed by steps 6–9
of FEASIBLE are sound. It follows that steps 6 and 15 of FEASIBLE correctly update the
SCC∗ data structure. 
Theorem 18. INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-MIN solves I-IMIN over ORD-Horn in
O(k · n4 + n3) total time, where k is the total number of input constraints xRy such that
R ∩B < = ∅, and n is the number of the interval variables.
Proof. By Theorem 1 (correctness and complexity of algorithm IPC for solving I-ISAT
and computing an equivalent path consistent CSP) and construction of Ω (the input min-
imal CSP of Ωi−1), step 1 has two main effects: it decides the satisfiability of Ωi =
Ωi−1 ∪ {xRy}, and it computes a path consistent CSP Ω̂ of Ω ∪ {xRy} (and so also of
Ωi ). Le us assume that Ωi is satisfiable (otherwise the minimal CSP of Ωi is undefined).
By definition of IMIN, Theorem 1, and the fact that the subroutine FEASIBLE is run for
every pair of intervals w, z and every basic relation r such that r ∈ R′ and wR′z ∈ Ω̂ , in
order to prove the correctness of INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-MIN, it suffices to prove the
correctness of FEASIBLE. This subroutine decides the feasibility of wrz in Ω̂ by checking
the satisfiability of Ω̂ ∪ {wrz}, where Ω̂ is first computed at step 1 by IPC(Ω,xRy) and
then it is incrementally refined to an equivalent CSP at step 4 by IPC(Ω,wR′ \ {r}z) (if wrz
76 A. Gerevini / Artificial Intelligence 166 (2005) 37–80is not feasible). If r ∈ B<, then by Lemma 16 step 1 of FEASIBLE correctly returns true;
while, if r ∈ B <, then by Lemma A.1 FEASIBLE(Ω̂,wrz) is equivalent to ORDHORN-
SAT(Ω̂ ∪ {wrz}). Thus, the correctness of FEASIBLE is a consequence of the correctness
of ORDHORN-SAT (Theorem 15).
Regarding the time complexity of the algorithm, we have that, by Theorem 1, the total
cost of enforcing path-consistency (steps 1 and 4) is O(n3). Steps 3 and 4 run FEASI-
BLE O(n2) times for each input constraint (i.e., O(n4) times in total). In the following,
we analyze the time complexity of FEASIBLE, and we show that the data structures used
by the subroutine can amortize the computational cost of an execution of the subroutine,
yielding an O(k · n4 + n3) total time complexity, for any sequence of O(n2) input con-
straints.
Steps 1–3 of FEASIBLE can be accomplished in O(n2) time, and they are executed
at most once for each run of the subroutine; steps 4–14 form a loop, and they can be
executed at most O(n) times, for each run of the subroutine. This can be proved by the
same argument as the one that we used at the end of the proof of Theorem 15 to show that
the steps forming the external loop of ORDHORN-SAT are executed at most O(n) times.
Regarding the cost of each of the steps 4–14, we have that steps 4–6 can be accomplished
in O(n2) time.16 Steps 7–10 are the same as steps 5–9 of ORDHORN-SAT, which can be
accomplished in O(n2) time (see the proof of Theorem 15). It is easy to see that also steps
11–14 can be accomplished in O(n2) time (e.g., by representing and maintaining Σ1 as a
matrix with the point variables as indexes, and updating Σ2 as soon as a disjunction δ is
reduced by step 8). Finally, step 15 can be accomplished in constant time.
Given the analysis above, the total worst-case cost of a single run of FEASIBLE is
O(n3). Since for each input constraint there are O(n2) feasibility checks to perform, and we
process a sequence of O(n2) input constraints, the total time complexity of the algorithm
is O(n7). However, it is important to observe that, when FEASIBLE performs the feasibil-
ity check of a basic constraint wrz that has already been checked at the previous run of
INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-MIN (i.e., when we processed the (i − 1)th input constraint),
the subroutine amortizes its computational cost. This is a consequence of the following
facts:
• All the SCCs (and the equivalence classes that they represent) derived by the previous
run of FEASIBLE with input wrz (when INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-MIN was exe-
cuted to process the (i − 1)th input constraint) are stored in SCC∗[w,z, r ]. Hence,
when we process the ith input constraint, by construction of Σ1 ∪ Γ , each of these
SCCs must be equal to, or contained by, a SCC initially in C′ (the SCCs of the TL-
graph of Σ1 ∪ Γ computed by step 5 of FEASIBLE).
16 The satisfiability of a set of constraints over PA involving n variables can be decided in O(n2) time [61]; the
SCCs of a directed graph with n vertices can be computed in O(n2) time [11]; the condition C = C′ of step 6 can
be decided in O(n) time by simply comparing the number of SCCs in C and C′ (including those with only one
vertex): C = C′ holds iff C and C′ have the same number of SCCs. This is a consequence of the fact that, when
we add some edge(s) to a TL-graph, if a new SCC is created, then at least two other (possibly singleton) SCCs
disappear (because their vertices become part of the new SCC).
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fied at most O(n) times in total by the incremental addition of edges to it: a new SCC
can be created only by merging two (possibly singleton) existing SCCs and, for any
sequence of edges added to T , by definition of SCC there can be at most O(n) merges
of SCCs in total.
It follows that, for any basic constraint wrz, the execution of steps 4–14 of FEASIBLE is
iterated
• at most once for each input constraint to process the initial Σ1 ∪ Γ , plus
• at most O(n) times in total (for all input constraints) to process Σ1 ∪Γ extended with
some reduced disjunction(s) (each time with at least one new SCC in the TL-graph of
Σ1 ∪ Γ ).
Hence, since steps 4–14 can be accomplished in O(n2) time, for any sequence of O(n2)
input constraints and any basic constraint wrz, the total time complexity of FEASIBLE is
O(n4). Finally, for each run of the main algorithm, FEASIBLE is run O(n2) times (once
for each basic constraint in Ω̂), but at most 13 · k of such runs require more than constant
time (i.e., the subroutine does not terminate at step 1). Thus, the total time complexity of
INCREMENTAL-ORDHORN-MIN is O(k · n4 + n3), where the O(n3) term comes from the
complexity of IPC (steps 1 and 4 of the main algorithm). 
As a final remark, we observe that FEASIBLE could be improved by initializing C to
SCC∗[w,z, r ] instead of the empty set. While this revision does not improve the worst-case
complexity, in practice it could lead to better performance.
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